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Employer Badly Beats Fayette County Man
MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
11/17,.llIi— No. 17
/ririn NnExv
Tri-State Defender,ipi,
"The South's Independent Weekly" KA6C
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them.
Four Negroes Seek Public Offices
DR. HOLLIS PRICE
A college president, a lawyer
and a dentist, were the last
three Negroes to declare their
candidacy for public office.
Prior a minister had declared
himself.
Candidates for the Memphis
Board of Education are: Dr.
ATT. BEN HOOKS
Hollis Price, president of Le-
Moyne college; Dr. Vasco
Smith, Jr. and Rev. William-
son, pastor of Olivet Baptist
church. Atty. Ben L. Hooks,
an assistant in the public de-
fender's office is seeking a city
judgeship.
50,000 Women Sought
By NNW In Campaign
aimed At Social Ills
WASHINGTON, D.C.-
"Wane 50,000 women through-
out the United States are
being sought by the National
Council of Negro Women, Inc.
"to hold shoulder the civic and
soeial responsibilities in the
current "civil rights fight."
One Thousands members per
day for 50 days is the goal of
the 1963 Membership Mobili-
zation Campaign lanuched re-
cently by NCNW. The tre-
mendous effort is being chaired
by Miss E'Allyne Perkins of
Milwaukee, Wis.
Miss Dorothy I. Height, na-
tional president said the cam-
paign will climax at the 28th
annual convention of NCNW,
Nov. 13.
,Stating that "it's a woman
w.o r 1 d," Miss Perkins said.
"W 11 men, the time to emerge,
is . v. Show support by join-
in , then influence at least
five of your friends to join.
Unite now for equality-it's
a woman's world.
• The National Council of Ne-
gro Women is a coordinating
body of national organizations
and local units. It was found-
ed and organized in 1935 by
the late Dr. Mary McLeod
Bethune, distinguished edu-
cator and thirty-five outstand-
ing women leaders.
Currently, Council women
across the country are deeply
involved in the civil and hu-
man rights program. Mem-
bers in "crisis" areas are lend-
ing moral support to students
who have been jailed through
demonstrations. A Youth
Emergency Fund has been set
up to aid such students.
"The efforts of more than
one million women over the
United States must be streng-
thened by those of her sisters
who can no longer ignore
events which do not personally
affect them. Membership in
the Council is a first step in
women united to attack our
social, political and economic
problems," Miss Height con-
cluded.
Georgian Faces Death
If Returned To State
SEATTLE, Wash.-A Negro
resident of Georgia, who
escaped alter being sentenced
to death, is fighting extradi-
tion to Georgia, and persons
interested in his plight should
send telegram to Governor
Albert D. Rosselini in Olym-
pia at once.
Fighting extradition to
Georgia is Charles Will Cau-
then, who was tried and found
guilty of the murder of Mel-
v;Irerkins, a white filling
st n operator.
After receiving the death
sentence in 1959, Cauthen
managed to escape and fled
to the state of Washington
where he has worked as a
farmhand for the past four
years
Cauthen claims that he is
that the trial last-
ed-less than a day and that
two cousins of the victim
served on the all-white jury.
Ile also charged that his court
appointed attorney was a
friend of the victim.
All of his charges have been
denied by the state of Geor-
gia, which stated that the
attorney had never seen the
trictim.
7 A number of citizens from
the town of Warden, Ga.,
where the murder occurred,
have traveled to testify in be-
- f of Cauthen's honesty and
I• eputation as a citizen of
t community.
'Petitions should be mailed
to Warren Ftelletier, 8039 15th
•
N. E. Seattle, Washington, or
to Al Arnold, 719 N. 80th,
Seattle, Wash.
Tell Governor Rosselini to
refuse the extradition demands
of Georgia for Charles W.
Cauthen and permit him to
remain in his new home out-
side of the bounds of tyranny.
They Aren't As Sexy
SAN DIEGO, Calif. - (UPI)
- The police department's
"Meter Maids" were issued
pith helmets because they com-
plained their usual small hos-
tess-type cloth caps offered no
protection from the sun during
record-breaking 111
-degree
heat.
DR. VASCO SMITH
Atty. Hooks and Dr. Smith
qualified just before the 12
mid-night deadline last Satur-
day. Dr. Price and Rev. Wil-
liamson had qualified before
Saturday.
The election will be held
Nov. 7.
MRS. GWENDOLYN BOONE
Memphian To
Appear On
Jack Paar Show
A former Memphian, Mrs.
Gwendolyn Crawford Boone,
is scheduled to be with the
Nat King Cole and His Merry
Young Souls show when it
appears on the Jack Paar
Show Friday, Oct. 4, at 9 p.m.
on Channel 5.
Gwen Boone, as she is
known, started to sing with
the Nat King Cole show in
1962 immediately after she
left Little Rock, Ark., and
went to California. In Little
Rock, she taught at Philander
Smith college and later at
Dunbar high school.
A graduate of Melrose high
school, she attended Rust Col-
lege before obtaining her
bachelor of arts in music at
the University of North Da-
kota.
She is the daughter of Mrs.
Irma M. Oystern, 675 Mare-
chalneil St. here and Robert
Crawford, Sr., 1865 Ferber
Ave.
Mrs. Boone's little sister,
Clarice Oystern, is a ninth
grade student at Melrose. Her
brother, Michael, is in the
fourth grade. An older brother,
Alvin Crawford, is a medical
student at University of Ten-
nessee and Robert Crawford
is a teacher and assistant
coach at Carver high school.
POPULARITY POLL
Of the four persons listed below, which
be your choice as Mayor of Memphis?
0 Henry Loeb
0 M. A. Hinds
0 William "Bill" Farris
0 Judge William Ingram
Check Only One
Send To The Popularity Poll
Tri State Defender
236 S. Wellington St.
Box 311, Memphis, Tenn.
would
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Students!
A Chance
For $1,000
CHICAGO -- Applications
are now being received for
the $1,000 Russell Bull schol-
arship award esehblished by
the United Packinghouse, Food
and Allied Workers, AFL-CIO.
The award will go to the col-
lege or high school student who
has made an outstanding con-
tribution in the area of civil
rights and civil liberties.
The scholarship was set up
by UPWA in 1960 to honor
Russell Bull, a district director
of the union at the time of
his death.
The union's Public Review
Advisory Commission admini-
sters the scholarship. The Com-
mission is headed by Profes-
sor Nathan Feinsinger of the
University of Wisconsin Law
School and includes the Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and others.
Applicants for the scholar-
ship must have demonstrated
by previous scholastic achieve-
ment aptitude to justify a
belief that he or she will suc-
cessfully complete studies lead-
ing to a degree. Evidence of
financial need is also required.
Each applicant is asked to I
submit details about interest AcLu u
and participation in furthering
and promoting civil rights and,
civil liberties. Applications also
1let-ters of recommendation from atleast two persons or organiza-
tions concerited with the pro-
• •
motion of civil rights and civil
liberties. ••
Victim from Fayette - rodd, Jr., 35, came to Mem-
phis from Fayette County bearing cuts and bruises and
covered with blood and told how he was beaten by a white
father and son, Sterling and Thomas Dunn. when he in-
•gisted on taking two days off for doing overtime made
while the son was at the Mid-South Fair. In bottom
photo is shown part of sholzun which Todd said was
broken over his head dur.ng the assault. Immediately tot•
lowing the incident and fearful of what a mob might do,
the Todd family of 12 abandoned the HiekorywIth dairy
farm. The Burins had a warrant issued for his arrest for
ainuit and battery.
rges Federal Gov.
The letters of application, Of BIFMIHE.. Mil ad,
or requests for further infor-
mation, should be sent to
RALPH HELSTEIN, PRESI-
D E N T, UNITED PACKING-
HOUSE, FOOD AND ALLIED
WORKERS, AFL-CIO, Room
1800, 608 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, Ill. 60605
NAACP Holds
State Meet On
Lane's Campus
The seventeenth annual
state conference of NAACP
branches of Tennessee was
held on the campus of Lane
college in Jackson, Tenn.,
Sept. 26-28, and the keynote
address was giVen by Mrs.
Ruby Hurley, Southeastern
Regional director.
The opening session began
on Thursday with Frank R.
Gordon, state president, of
Knox vill e, presiding. The
theme of the meeting was
"The Time Is Now."
During the afternoon a
round table discussion on "The
Church's Role ;in the Racial
Issue" was featured with min-
isters from Knoxville, Nash-
ville, Dyersburg and Jackson
branches participating. While
the men were discussing their
part in the struggle for equali-
ty, the women talked on "How
Can We Get More Women to
Particiapate in the Women's
Committee?"
WOMEN MEET
The afternoon was climaxed
with a discussion on "Women
on the March for Full Eman-
cipation" with Mrs. Maxine
Smith discussing "Voter Reg-
istration"; Mrs. Lillian Robin-
son, "Public Accomodations";
and Mrs. E. M. Hayes, "Hos-
pitals, Recreation and Schools."
The theme for the Friday
meeting was "One Hundred
Years in Retrospect Now."
Equal opportunity in hous-
ing and employment were dis-
cussed by W. J. Clemons and
Mrs. Magdaline Kinnard.
Ingram Leads
According to the ballot re-
turn on the Popularity Poll,
Judge William Ingram was
leading in number of votes re-
ceived. Second place was M.
A. Hinds; third, William "Bill"
Farris; and fourth, Mayor
Henry Loeb,
NEW YORK, N.Y The
American Civil Liberties Un-
ion called on the federal gov
ernment today to investigate
the fatal shooting of 10-year-
old James Robinson by a Bir-
mingham policeman in the
aftermath of the recent church
bombing in which four Negro
girls were killed.
In a letter to President Ken-
nedy, the civil liberties organi-
zation said a question was
raised as to whether the po-
lice action violated the federal
civil rights law which prohib-
its public officials acting "un-
der color of law" from inter-
fering with -a person's civil
rights. The ACLU letter was
signed by its executive direc-
tor, John deJ. Pemberton, Jr.
"We do not presume at this
distance to know or to evalu-
ate the specific facts about
the Robinson case," the ACLU
letter said.
The civil liberties group
noted that there were conflict-
ing press reports about the
shooting, including the ques-
tion as to whether Robinson
and several other Negro boys
threw stones at white youths
driving through the area in
cars carrying Confederate
flags or threw stones at the
police. Even though the ac-
count of what happened is
cloudy, "it does appear that
the conduct of the policeman
in the case raises the question
of whether violation of both
federal and state law occur-
Doahoma NAACP
Petitions For
Desegregation
CLARKSDALE, Miss. 
-
Backed by the Coahoma County
branch of the NAACP, 21 Ne-
gro parents representing 29
school children (save filed a
desegregation petition with the
Board of Trustees of the
Clarksdale Municipal Separate
School District.
The petition, filed on Sept.
16, calls for desegregation of
the entire city school system.
The school board was request-
ed to give an answer at its
next meeting. Among signers
of the - petition are Aaron
Henry, president of the COa-
homa County NAACP branch,
and his wife. Henry is also
president of the NAACP Mis-
sissippi State oFizanmation
led," the A!"LU said. 'fit has
always been clear in Anglo-
American law that police are
not authorized to use lethal
force to prevent the escape
of harmless and unarmed per-
sons charged with petty
crimes. It is the antithesis of
our legal system that police-
men be permitted to usurp
the power to mete out sen-
tences for crimes-in this in-
stance, sentence in the form of
a deadly bullet. In such cir-
cumstances the law is clear
that policemen are responsi-
ble as individuals for their
conduct."
Crittendon
NAACP Seeks
To End Bias
WEST MEMPHIS, Ark. -
A group of young Negroes
*as refused admittance to the
Avon theatre on Broadway
St., last Sunday afternoon,
after they purchased tickets
at the window customarily re-
served for "Negro only" and
attemped to enter the main
auditorium which is customar-
ily reserved "for whites only."
Nathaniel Peet, 2600 Jack-
son St., spokesman for the
group, said that the theatre's
manager expressed a willing-
ness to "negotiate alarait de-
segregating the theatre." Pres-
ident of the NAACP Youth
Council is Terry Payne of S.
..r.ighth St.
• The "at I ennpt ed desegre-
ration move" was made fol-
owing a Crittendon County
NAACP mass meeting held at ,
the New Zion Baptist church,
400 N. Ninth St.. last Sunday.
Featured speaker at the
meeting was L. C. Bates of
Little Rock, a NAACP field
worker. He was accompanied
by Dr. Jerry Jewel, vice
president of the Arkansas
State Conference of NAACP
branches, also of Little Rock.
The mass meeting climaxed
a drive to pay poll tax, ob-
tain NAACP memberships and
plan for desegregation of all
— facilitiesp
ty, including schools and eat-
ing counters and restaurants. I
Public city libraries were
recently desegregated quiet
'Y. alter a nen,: gas attack to prevent death.
I took off anyhow.
"I did not milk the cows on and Thomas Dunn entered the
Sunday night. This morning courthouse in Somerville
(Monday) Mr. Dunn came around noon Monday and had
over to the house, and I could a warrant issued for Todd's
hear him cursing before I had arrest. It was issued by Fay-
e chance to get to the door. ette County Judge Paul Sum-
'WHOSE THE BOSS?' mers.
"After talking a few min- CUT WAGES
utes, he said, 'Come on over Todd said that he went to
to the barn and talk to me work for Dunn, milking about
and Tom,' When we got over 80 cows and working from 3:30
there he asked me if I were a.m. until 7:30 p.m. for $50 a
going to milk the cows, and week, and that after he bought
I answered, 'Yes sir, when I a car two months ago, Dunn
get m' two days off'." cu, his wages to $30 a week.
Todd said that Dunn replied "After taxes, I got only $28,"
that he was not ready to give he said,
him his two days, and when Todd said that he had been
he insisted that he would have hoping to find work else-
to have them before returning where before cutting loose
to work, Dunn said, "I guess from the Dunn place, but a
you are the boss then." few hours after the beating,
said, 'No sir, I am not still covered with blood, he
the boss of your place, but I did not know what he would
am the boss of myself'," Todd do.
explained. He said he had been "I may have to move back
tricked before and had not to Mississippi where I was
been paid or given time off born," he said.
for extra hours. Their 10 children's ages
"Mr. Dunn then said, 'You range from 15 years to seven
are one of those smart niggers,' months.
mi651541PPI
TENN/SSEE
= ARKANSAS
1 5c
Father Of 10 Treated
In Memphis For Wounds
Suffered In Gun-Beating
A 35-year-old father of 10 and hit me upside the head
children fled to Memphis with a pistol that he always
early . Monday morning from carried in his car.
Fayette county and described DROPPED PISTOL
how he had been severely "He hit me with such force
beaten a few hours earlier by that the pistol slipped out of
his employer near Somerville his hand. We started tussling
when he refusea to milk cows over it, and his son said, 'Dad-
on the dairy farm. dy don't let him get the pis-
The victim was Will Todd, tol.' He might shoot some-
Jr., who came to Memphis for one'! "
medical treatment. He was en Todd said that the younger
route to John Gaston hospital Dunn ran to the car and got
when interviewed. a shotgun, and for fear that
The Tri - State Defender he might hit his father with
later learned that a warrant a blast, began beating him
had been issued for his am- (Todd) over the head until he
rest. The charge was "assault broke the stock. Then he con-
and battery." tinued beating him until the
Todd said that he has been bard was bent.
employed on the farm of Mrs. Todd said that some of
Sterling Dunn at Hickorywith, the children looked out the
,Tenn., and that when Dunn's window and saw the men
son, Thomas Dunn, about 25. fighting, and then she and
came to the Mid-south Fair eight of the children raced to
last week to exhibit some of the scene.
the cows, he agreed to do Mrs. Todd said that Dunn
more work in return for two pointed the pistol at her bus-
days off band and would have shot him
NO TIME OFF had she not screamed, "Mr.
"When his boy got back on Sterling, please don't shoot
Saturday with the cows, I my husband!"
'went- ahead and worked be- SAVED HUSBAND
cause I figured he would be Dunn then put his pistol in
tired, and so I put off asking his pocket and he and his son
about my two days off until drove away.
Sunday morning,"7 Todds went to the house,
pi/tined. and fearing that a mob might
"On Sunday morning, 'after be gathering to return and
we had finished milking the lynch the husband and father,
cows, I asked Thomas if I got into their compact car and
could take my two days and drove away.
he said, 'No." Todd said, "but A news source in Fayette
county revealed that Sterling
A life saver - a student In
class at the I. S. Naval Air Station, Memphis. Tenn..
Injects a harmless solution of glycerine and water into his
leg. The shot simulates an injection of atropine, the anti-
dote for nerve gas. In actual combat conditions, the needle
would be pushed through his clothing into any muscle.
An atropine shot must be injected within one minute
an ABC ateetnare Detente
SAT
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Musial Plans To Enjoy
Summers Now That
Spikes Are Hung Up
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Stan
(The Man) Musfal bowed out
of baseball a slugger, the way
he came into t h e Major
Leagues with the St. Louis
Cardinals 21 Years ago.
Musial played his final game
Sunday and collected two hits
in three times at bat.
The near 43-year-old Musial,
now a grandfather, was hon-
ored in a one-hour long pre-
game ceremony, in which he
told more than 27,000 fans "as
long as I live, this is a day I'll
always remember."
A marine color guard and
a dixieland band marched
ahead of Musial, riding in a
spanking new automobile
around Busch Stadium. Musial
waved to fans who rose from
seats to cheer him.
Musial beat out the first
Cardinal hit in the fourth
inning against Cincinnati and
he added another hit in the
sixth before Manager Johnny
Keane took him out of the
lineup for the last time.
As to his future in baseball,
the Cardinals made him a vice
president, but Musial said in
the dressing room "I don't
really know what the public
does in the summertime."
"I want to see the Kentucky
Derby, the Indianapolis 500-
mile race, and go on a picnic
on the Fourth of July with
my family."
Before t h e game, which
went 3-2 in 14 innings for St.
Louis, Cardinal owner August
A. Busch, Jr., said Musial's
No. 6 "will never again appear
on a Cardinal uniform."
"Nobody could do justice to
it again," Busch said. "The
only other place No. 6 will
appear will be in the baseball
gave an emotion-packed talk
to fans.
"For me this is a day of
both great joy and sorrow," he
said. "The sorrow which al-
ways comes when we have to
say farewell . . my heart fill-
ed with thanks for so many
who made these 22 years pos-
sible."
While Musial talked, an air-
plane pulled a huge sign "We
Salute The Man," a nickname
Musial acquired in Ebbetts
field, Brooklyn, N. Y., during
the 1948 season when the
Cardinals whipped the Dodg-
ers in three games and Musial
slugged out nine hits in 15
times.
Each time Musial came to
bat fans moaned "here corniss
'that man' again, and the name
stuck.
Musial, son of a Polish coal
miner at Donora, Pa., gave
credit to his mother and
father for giving h im t he
health which Baseball Com-
missioner Ford C. Frick said
enable him to become "base-
ball's happy warrior."
"I thank my parents who
taught me the really important
things in life," Musial said. "I
thank God for giving me these
talents and good health and
protecting me in every way
so that these 22 years in base-
ball have been possible."
Frick, who appeared with
other baseball personalities,
said "Stan's story is greater
than statistics." He said "the
time will come when Stan
takes his place in the Hall of ,
Fame "
Turnpike Or Race Track?'
Saigon last year "newsmen employment information, to . .
may report domestic employ-began reporting difficulties Prepare rough estimates of ees on the type of quarterlythe number of domestic cm- 'getting information from U.S. ployees who should be re- ,report used by businesses.officials in Viet Nam," the re-
t d f - al s curit ur- Some employers who reportport said.
1,0eS. their domestic employees onHall of Fame. This is sort of a -- )UPI) — Ten race horses / sifted document was later re- 
. the business form, however.scinded. In the mid-1950's it apsad day for fans everywhere." escaped from a New Glouces- !
. !Bingo Beats The Band do not identify them as do-peered that between 70 and 80Musial, who started in base- , ter fairgrounds compound and Rep. Moss said the docu- as they should. ThesePRESTON, England — (UPI) per cent of the domestic work- I:nestles,ball a 565-a-month pitcher and !cavorted along the Maine ment was written by Bowan, 
getting employees, therefore, cannot
the 60-year-old Preston Brass social security credit were AformAN LEAGUE 'NATIONAL LEAG'JEended a millionaire because of J turnpike before being recap- former Deputy Assistant Sec— George Billington, leader of ers who should be be included in the count of
___ , band w iC gave ddie Cal-   reported b   em- . 
. . . W. .
I vert his start, said the band's ployers. 24 7 .774 l Perranoski. Do'grs 16 3 .842An important factor in se- Ford, Yanks
future was endangered bt- 'This figure was at best a curing compliance with social Bouton, Yanks 21 7 .750
' cause all the town's rehearsal rough guess, and in recent security reporting require- Downing, Yanks 13 5 .722
rooms have been booked up years there has been increas- ments is the discovery of non- Radatz, Red Sox 15 6 .714
l by bingo games. ing evidence that it is not a reporting employers through Strange. Twine. 12 5 .706
very good estimate of the pro- claims for benefits filed by at,1 Phil - Silvers, star of "The portion being reported now, their former employees. 
n 1.•:New
1 peared in 23 feature films in information on the number of 1 21,000 household employers 
Slew Negro Mother Amid Melee,Phil Silvers Show," up- In order to provide better During the past year, about
his extra base hitting talents, (lured.
ON NATO EXCERCISE
Specialist 5th Class Willie J. Streeter of Memphis, seated
at right, participated in the NATO field exercise. "Grand
Slam II," in the vicinity of Baden-Baden, Germany re-
cently, and here he is seen having dinner with two friends
in the field mess tent of Company C. 69th Signal Battal-
ion, 516th Signal Group. With him are Sp. 4th/class
Robert E. Williams, left, teletype repairman, and Pfc.
Robert L. Braxton, a wireman. Streeter is a cryptographic
repairman with the unit.
me or
DEFENDER
Facts About Private
Household Employees
By E. M. WARD
In an average week there
are somewhat more than
two and one-half million
people who work for pri-
vate households,' according
! to Census Bureau figures.
Not all of these workers are
covered by social security as
'domestic workers for two rea-
sons: first, some (practical
nurses, for example) do work
:that is not considered domes-
tie service under the social
security law — although they
are covered by social security
! under other provisions of the
law.
Second, social security cover-
ers domestic workers only if
, they are paid $50 or more in
I cash wages by an employer
Admiinstration arranged some
time ago for the Census Bu-
reau to add special questions
on household work to one of
its regular monthy surveys.
This special survey was not
an attempt to identify the
domestic workers who should
have their wages reported for
social security.
It was only an attempt to
secure information about the
number of domestic workers
employed in a calendar quar-
ter and the amount of their
wages on each job so that the
Social Security Administration
can estimate the number of
domestic workers who are
covered by social security and
who should be reported.
The Census Bureau is now
checking Inc data secured in°wan or, in a calendar quarter.There is no precise way fox this survey through interviews
the Social Security Administra- with a representative sample
lion to determine the number of household workers and
• of domestic workers who household employers over theViet Nam News Hassle should have their wages re- entirecountry. The results ofported for social security put- this study are expected to be
poses, since records of earn- available before the end of
any contention that the peo. inns are not available for those 1963.
pie's right to know is an ab- whose wages are not being re- In addition to the lack of
solute and fundamental prin- 
ported. a precise count of all covered
dplsi is "self-deception." 
Estimates of the number of domestic workers, there are
Rowan, who is a former should be reported under the , number of domestic workers
newspaper man, is now am- ,provisions of the social securi- ,i whose covered employment
i oped by the Social Security .Iproperly reported.
domestic employees who no really precise data on the
bassador Finland. 'ty law were originally devel-1i in private households is being
The Moss group said the !Administration from a Census
A special tax report form ispolicy guide was issued joint- , Bureau survey in 1950, when lavailable for use by house- 1ly by the State Department, the law was changed to cover hold employers, and the do- •
the Defense Department and I,   In   householdthe  y ewaor rs k ea rf
ster 1950, the mestic workers reported on
the U. S. Information Agency. this form are included in theresults of the original survey AMERICAN LEAGUE NATIONAL LEACUE -available figures. On the otherSoon later it was sent to were used, along with current 
,
118,H. Aaron. Braves l'30
101 Boyer, Cards 1.1 1
96 White. Cards 109
91 , Pinson, Reds 106
91 Mays. Giants 104
Vage
Final Major League Leaders •
LEADING BATTERS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
(Based on 425 official
Yastrzemski, Boston
Kline. Detroit
Rollins, Minnesota
Pearson, Los Angeles
Ward, Chicago
Malzone, Boston
Wagner, Los Angeles
Fregosi, Los Angeles
Howard, New York
Battey. Minnesota
at bats) G AB R H Pct.
151
145
136
154
157
151
149
154
135
147
570
551
531
578
600
580
550
592
487
508
NATIONAL LEAGUE
T. Davis, Los Angeles
Clemente, Pittsburgh
Groat, St. Louis
H. Aaron, Milwaukee
Cepeda, San Francisco
Mays. San Francisco
Pinson, Cincinnati
Gonzalez, Philadelphia
White, St. Louis
Flood, St. Louis
Wills, Los Angeles
91
89
78
92
80
66
73
83
75
64
183
172
163
176
177
169
160
170
140
145
G AS A H
146 556
152 600
158 631
161 631
156 579
157 596
162 652
165 556
162 658
158 662
134 527
69
77
85
121
100
115
96
78
106
112
83
181
192,
201
201
183
187
204
170
200
200
159
.321
.312
.307
.304
.295
.291
.291
.287
.287
.285
•
.326
320
.319
.319
.316
.314
.313
.306
.304
.302
.302
HOME RUNS
AMERICAN LEAGUE NATIONAL LEAGUE
Killebrew, Twins
Stuart, Red Sox
Allison, Twins
Hall, Twins
Howard, Yanks
44
44 .•
38
34
por e or soci e y p
45 H. Aaron, Braves
42 McCovisy, Giants
35 Mays. Giants
33 Coped', Giants
28 I Howard. Dodgers
RUN BATTED IN
NEW GLOUCESTER, Maine
Carl Rowan is being
blamed for helping to con-
fuse the issues in Viet Nam
by his admitted distrust
for the people's right to
k n w" by a Congressional
subcommittee.
The subcommittee, headed
by Rep. John E. Moss, D-Calif.,
is investigating the charges
that U. S. officials hampered
newsmen covering events in
South Viet Nam.
The Congressmen said part
of the reason the American
public Was surprised by recent
unpleasant news from South
Viet Nam WakS a "restrictive
U. S. press policy" gown
last year by officials in a clas-
retary of State who once said I
LOOK!
Model Change
Boss Says Roll-
Room For '64
1963 BUICK WILD-CAT . $3695
Factory Air & Power
1962 BUICK ELECT. 225 $3195
Full Power, Fact. Air
1960 BUICK LESAB $1595
4 D. , Foe'. Ai., Pow,
1959 PONT. S-CHIEF.... . $1195
Power & Arr Cond.
1958 MARK IV CON V.  $1395
Power Fact, Air
1961 Pontiac 
 
$1995
, 2 Dr., Power, F.O.R.
1962 CHEVROLET .
Impala Cons., Red & Power
LOOK!
Clean Out Sale
Um Out To Make
Model Trades
1963 ELECT. 225 
Full Power, Factory Air
1960 BONN IVILLE 
Full Power, Factory Air
1961 BUICK INVICTA .
The Sharpest In Town
1958 CADILLAC 
4 D. ft. T Real Clean
1959 CHEVROLET 
Imp., Cpe., Red & B.Int.
1960 PONTIAC 
Coil., 4 Dr., Power, Fact. Air
• $2295 1962 BUICK 
Cost., Ineic., Fact. Air & Powr
$3995
$1895
$1995
$1195
$1395
$1595
$2995
SPECIAL $39.00 Down
Low Monthly Notes, We Have Our Own Finance Co.,
No Waiting—See Us Today, Bad Credit See Us
1958 Ford Station Wagon 
 '695
1957 Pont. Station Wagon 5795
1957 Chev. Station Wagon 
 '795
1956 Chev. Station Wagon 
 
5595
1956 Buick, Sharp 
 
5795
1956 Buick R.M., H.T. 
 
5545
1958 Buick H.T. '895
1955 Buick, 4 Dr. Cony 
 
 '595
1955 Mercury 2 Dr. H  T 
 
5595
957 Ford V 8, 4 Dr. 
 
5545
1957 Fords, 3 To Choose From 
 '695
1955 Pont. 2 Dr. H.T. 
 
5395
Many, Many More To Choose From
If you don't see what you want here just call
and we will be glad to come to your home or
office to show you what we have.
Joe Schaeffer'.
Bluff City Buick Co.
739 UNION 525-5371
OPEN NIGHTS 9 P M.
eported domestics L P t  1 Petch h beingd i •
,I four years, including what he domestics whose wages should
!calls "a painful nosober of wan 1)e reported for social security
sagas." lpurposes, the Social Security
— -
4'/7/ ///// / / /g/
SLIP COVER
WS". 'A I I
\
•
Reg. $71.005995
2 or 3 f'usbion sofa. I
Cushion Chair. Plain and
Print S p
Shown in the Nom,.
ortled Seams, Snap Fas-
teners, Cut and Fit in the
Horne. Easy Terms,
DRAPERIES
Custom Tailored
Largest Selection. Newest
Fabrics, Lowert Price. Su-
perio.. Tailoring, Free
Esti nu a t es. Samples
Shown in the Hattie. No
obligation.
READV TO liANO
TRAVERSE
DRAPES
r04"A'a; ,
f
Lined and Unlined
Machine Washable
48" %Vide, 84" Long
S7.95
Value $55
r'r,
100" Wide, "1- Long
Value $
S19.95
7
made delinquent reports after
their employees or ex-em-
ployees applied for social se-
curity benefits and found that
their earnings had not been
:•eported.
The most distressing effect
of the failure of an employer
to report the wages of his
household employee is the
possible denial of benefits to
an employee who should re-
ceive them but who may not
be able, in the absence of a
report by his employer, to
prove he has earned the
wages. No doubt some em-
ployees have been deprived
of benefits for this reason.
On the other hand, the fact
that an employer is not mak-
ing reports does not inevitably
mean that the employee will
he deprived of benefits. The
Internal Revenue Service has
the authority to enforce the
collection of the deinquent
taxes at any time thereafter,
as long as the employer lives.
There is no time limit on the
employer's tax liability if no
report was filed.
Stuart, Red Sox
K aline, Tigers
Killebrew, Twins
Colavito, Tigers
Allison, Twins
PITCHING
(Based on 16 or more decisional
Koufax, Dodgers 25 5 .933
McBean. Pirates 13 3 .813
Maloney. Reds 23 7 417
Spam. Braves 33 7S
•Texas Bus Driver Free On Bond
HOUSTON —(UPI)— Adolf
K. Klander, 45, charged with
murder in the shooting of a
Negro woman during an at-
tack on his bus, was freed in
$2.500 bond.
Klander said a group of
Negroes chased three youths
!aboard his bus late Saturday
night at a bus stop in North-
east Houston.
The pursuing Negroes shout-
ed:
I "Stop that bus and let us
31 them."
Army Turncoat Aims
Was She Worth It, Fellas? 1
ANNEMASSE, France —
(UPI) — Vincenzo Corriano
was charged with assault for
biting off the right ear of Hans
Baeriswyl in a fight over a
girl.
WILLIAMS \,[htio DAISY
To Want Her Was Torture-s
-0,41131E AWNING-'O.
216 S. Pauline . Tel. 2'16-4431
E SALE SALE •SALE SALE SALE 7:
LOOK! LOOK!
1956 CADiLLAC Coupe,
H.T., Radio, Heater
rf21960 PONTIAC
w, 2 Dr., H.T., R  H 
!4EKURY
4 Or., Hardtop 
. ,
- S995
.. 512957,
51695'1
1 
AMBLER
.1
"el 21‘1--.2516 POPLAR 8-S520(12 Mid•S•mili's Corpse Used Car Meet
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE
vioboasi‘ate
Tv4i arias,
'.1555 NON
VERA( CRUZ
SARITA
MONTIEL
ithe
g , Devil\, A Made
Wnriall 
To Turn 'Commie'
- BERLIN — (UPI) — Turn-
coat, U. S. Army Captain
Alfred Svenson said he WRS
staying in East Germany by
his own choice and that he
hopes someday to declare "I
am a Communist."
Svenson met Western news-
men in his East Berlin' apart-
ment to issue a blanket denial
of reports that he was forcibly
detained by Communist police
from returning to the West.
Van Heflin, narrator of "The
i Great Adventure" on the CBS
Television Network, served as
e. combat photographer in
Europe in World War II.
i Starts SAT. OCT. 5!
One Big Week!
ye Her Meant Death!
— PLUS —
Mouse z=t
ofThe
Dame 141000C1.1 wNONVeg
email(' Iv to. Cf.*, MO
LOK " ars of Tomorrow"
On Stage triday 8:30 P. M.
"They started smashing
windows," the white bus dri-
ver said. "and tearing up !hp
bus trying to get at the three
who got on the bus.
To Start Study
Of Mental Ills
NASHVILLE — A coordi-
nated attack upon the prob-
lems of mental illness will be
launched in Nashville Nov.
!11-14, when the First Tennes-
see Congress for Mental Ill-
ness and Health convenes to
study all aspects of the sub-
ject.
In announcing the meet-
ing, Dr. Frank Luton, of Nash-
ville, chairman of the Me.
Health Committee, Tenne 
Medical association, said,
"Mental illness is the greatest
health problem in the nation.
To resolve it will require all
the resources of professional
and lay personnel trained in
the field."
Approximately 8,000 invita-
tations have been mailed to
doctors, members of mental
health organizations, nurses,
and a broad cross-section of
lay professions such as legal.
ministerial, welfare and pub-
lic officials.
Wisconsin Solon
Seeks Sit-In Ban
MILWAUKEE, Wis.—(UPI
—The Wisconsin Legislature
will receive a bill in Novem-
ber that would outlaw "sit-
ins."
State Sen. Kendziorski. D.-
Milwaukee, said the Congr,--1
of Racial Equality (CORFAIIII
responsible for the rne;+
which he was prepared
introduction.
"It's no longer a peaceful
demonstration when people lie
around on the floor like pigs.
said Kendziorski. CORE de-
monstrators staged the first
sit-ins in Milwaukee history
this month at the courthouse
and city hall. A total of 26
persons were arrested in the
demonstrations.
Kendziorski's bill would ban
picketing or other demonstra-
tions for any purpose inside a
building, whether it be pub-
lic or private.
ITCHING Torture
Stopped like Magic
 rch...bk.. her:11414from misuses  Ang, th solve:girl
with en swains new- OCTenti6r formula,
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A ROYAL BATTLE resulted
in a local church at the close
of a "QUEEN" contest, recent-
ly. On the Sunday afternoon
when the Queen should have
'ben crowned, the crown was
aside while the verbal bat-
'Be raged, over who truely won
Vie contest.
"-WHAT SOME GUYS WILL
150 for a drink of liquor. Take
This case- a fellow won a gal-
Ton of corn liquor in a raffle.
Ire carried it home. A friend
qfillar the corn liquor and asked
for a drink. The owner refus-
ed. His friend called the police
aid reported it. The owners arrested.NEGRO MINISTERS have
'not hired a "mouthpiece," said
Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor of LOCAL G IR L M AK ES
Metropolitan Baptist church. GOOD—she is expected to ap-
The statement was made dur- pear on The Jack Pear Show
mg a meeting of Negro min- this Friday. She is Gwendolyn
isters last week when they Crawford, a grad of Melrose
;were mapping plans for a last high school who is appearing
aininute crash voter registra- with the NAT KING COLE
-tion drive. Rev. Owen said show.
pluosse•-•
BISHOP
"Some Negro politicians are
making stiaements for news-
pa pe r s about Negio voters
as if they were authorized to
speak for us."
POPULAR SWING BAND
MAN, Ben Branch is doing
double duty this season. He has
enrolled as a student at South-
western as well as teaching
concert band music at Lane
college in Jackson. Last year
he taught band music at Father
Bertrand High school. At
Southwestern Ben is studying
Russian, music and a few
courses in Law. It is believed
that Ben is the first Negro to
have enrolled at Southeastern
for a regular school session.
HONORS SINGER
, Miss Leslie Uggams, star of the "Sing Along With Mitch"
television program, was honored by Bishop college in
Dallas when the program was televised recently from
that city, and seen presenting her with a scroll, making
her "an esteemed adopted daughter of Bishop College" is
Dr. Milton K. Curry. Jr., the president. Dr. Curry said
that Miss Uggams is an example and an inspiration to
,every young person in America. The ceremony for Miss
Uggams took place in the college's new dining hall.
It's New Payday
With Pet Milk
aThe new 'Pet Milk Payday'
11-ir a sure thing," announced
L. S. Barnhart, brand mana-
ger for the milk products
division of Pet Milk company,
St. Louis, Mo. The new
ayday contest is set to start
on Oct. 7.
If you are lucky enough to
have one or two or more cans
of PET Evaporated Milk in
your 4.1opping bag when the
Pet Milk Paymaster .taps you
on the shoulder, you will
receive $1. for each can of
milk. You may even be the
recipient of a surprise caller
at your home. If the Pay-
master calls on you, he will
Write you a check for the
number of cans of Pet Evapo-
rated Milk in your kitchen
cabinet.
A special bonus will be
paid to the homemaker or
Sipper who can remember.ectly the Pet Milk slogan
.181 H MOTOR CO.
Guaranteed Clean Used Cars
1959 Bonnvilfe..2 dr.
Hard Top, Full
Power, Extra
Clean, Price Sit CO5
To Sell . . . J7
1961 Chev. Belair,
Extra Nice,
Power & Air $ilinS
Price to Sell.... 117
1962 Chev., Con,
Impala, Strt.
Drive, Jet
Black, Ready
to Go. 
1956 Impala, (white)
A Nice Car
Price to Sell 
$2195
$995
WE ARE LOCATED AT
TILLMAN & SUMMER
2999 Summer Ave.
Phone 324.2133
0
SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
Seven members of the Teen Town Singers had some-
thing to sing about when Radio Station WDIA pre-
sented them scholarships totaling $1,050 to the colleges
of their choice, Seated, from left, are Carrie Peoples and
Sylvia Buntyn, both graduates of Booker T. ‘Vashington
High school. Standing, from left, are James Crittenden,
and Stella Young, Mitchell High; Beverly Braswell. Dou-
Scholarships ''•Ftsk is making increased ef-forts to select its students on
'At Fisk Total , he basis of outstanding abili-
whether e
y and leadership promise, Of Its Lor not they am able argest
Above $709000 to pay tuition and fees."
, NASHVILLE — Scholarship
awards totaling more than
$70,000 are making it possible
for students of every economic
level to continue their educa-
tion at Fisk university this
school year. -
According to an announce-
ment by Dr. Stephen J. Wright,
a list of students receiving the
awards includes 166 on schol-
arships and grants - in - aid)
amounting to exactly $70,642.1
Explaining that the scholar-,
ship program is designed to
enable the university to ad-
vance its quest for superior
students, Dr. Wright said.'
.leard on local radio stations
Listen to the "Pet Milk
Showcase" heard every Mon-
day, Wednesday and Friday at
5:15 p. in, on radio station
WDIA.
"Showcase" is conducted 1),
Pet Milk's radio personal*
Sid McCoy.
Super Size
Fish
Sandwich
A
Complete
810
CfR a.aar,
Al Y,RCEps
Meal 30c
929 Sc. Third St.
3635 Laniar Ave.
4750 Millinaton Road
He said that funds to CO ,
out this objective are being
sought in the university's Cen-
tennialDevelopment cam-
pa i gn.
Scholarship awards range
Ifrom a low of $150 to a high
.of $800. On the list are 49
early entrants, 48 freshmen,
21 sophomores, 31 juniors and
40 seniors.
A representative number of
the students come from tlie
Nashville area, but they are
generally from all parts of the
country.
Letting bills worry you?
11E3 Of course we can help!
—kali— All types loans available
14114111 No waiting, money at once!
See MEM Now!
lifindoek
11 Offices Throughout Memphis
Senior Class
LeMoyne hi?...; a senior class
of 121, the largest inothe his-
tory- of the college. This breaks
the record set by the 1960-61
class with a total of 97 seniors.
Total enrollment at the col-
lege for the fall semester is
570, including the 121 seniors,
91 juniors, 78 sophomores, 136
freshmen and 144 transfer and
unclassified students.
The college registrar, Mrs.
Margaret Bush MeWilliame,
said there was an increase in
I r a n s f e r students whereas
there was a slight decrease in
the freshman enrollment.
1
glass; A. C. Williams, director; Beverly Bankston, Booker
T. Washington; Elizabeth Carr, Hamilton, and Miss
'2;athryn Johnson, assistant director. The students will
study at Memphis State, LeMoyne, Mississippi Vocational,
Gorine. and Homer G. Phillips School of Nursing.--
Withers Photo)
LeMoyne Adds 4 New
Teachers To Faculty
LeMoyne College added four
new faculty members and ele-
vated a part-time instructor to
full-time status this fall. The
faculty was given additional
strength by the return of three
regular professors who had
been on leave.
New instructora include: S.,
A. Nooruddin of Hyderabad
Deccan, India who holds a B
S. degree from Osmania univer-
sity in Hyderabad Deccan, a
B. S. and a masters degree
from Louisiana State universi-
ty, has done work toward a
doctorate at Louisiana State,
His field is biology.
'4.
'LeMoyne Boasts F3rter PTA Starts N1rs. Frances Guess iiigee, Okla., A. B. degree from
Langston university in Okla-
Membership Drive . inentary education from Okla-hums and a master's in cle-
'homa State university.
. The Porter .41MM- II I II;
;school Parent-teacher assovia-!
'lion will hold its first meet-
ing of the school year in the
cafeteria on Thursday night,
Oct. 3, and at the same time
will launch its annual mem-
bership drive.
The meeting will be high-
lighted by a Get Acquainted
program, and all new parents
and all teachers will be intro-
duced.
Mrs. Christine D. Hill is
PT-A president, and A. B.
Owen, Jr., principal of the
school.
John K. Weichsel of White
Plains, N. Y , bachelor's iicert•e
Ward Chapel Will
Fete Pastor, Wife
Members of Ward Chapel
AME church will show their
gratitude to their pastor and
his wife, Rev. and Mrs. R. L.
McRae, in an Appreciation
Service on Sunday, Oct. 6.
Rev. McRae will be closing
out his second successful year
at the church before attend-
ing the annual conference to
be held at the St. Andrews
AME church on Oct. 9.
The public is invited.
from University of Michigan
and master's from Hunter col-
lege. He is in charge of the
art department at LeMoyne.
Zafar Bokhari of Lahore,
Pakistan, B. S. from Punjab
university and B. S. in math.-
mattes from Louisiana State
university.
Elevated to a full-time teach-
ing position was Mrs. Ernestine
Peoples, B. S. from LeMoyne
and master's from Memphis
State university. She is in the
division of education.
Regular professors returning
to LeMoyne were Dr. Juanita
Williamson, professor of
English who was a visiting
professor last year at Ball State
Teachers College, Muncie, Ind.;
Lionel A. Arnold, now acting
dean, who was on leave three
• I
years studying tor tlw doctor-
ate in mathematics at Michi-
gan State.
Mrs. Alphone Hunnicutt has
been elevated to acting director
of the division of education
at LeMoyne.
You're not smoking cool enough unless you're smoking Kaa!
Only KGEX starts with rich; mellow tobaccos, then adds
extra coolness.. .a refreshing coolness you draw so
smoothly through KGER'S pure white filter.
BROWN & WILLiAmSON TOBACCO CORPORATION ik .1Nanf he go/wren odücm
•
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THOMAS PAIGE'
"Jesus answered and said
unto them, Go and show
John again those things
which ye do hear and see:
The blind receive their
sight, and the lame walk,
the lepers are cleansed,
and the deaf hear, the dead
are raised up, and the poor
have the gospel preached to
them,"
TIME TO THINK
John the Baptist was in
prison. He had much time on
his hands. The time afforded
him ample time to reminisce
to think over the things of
the past. Here closed in these
horrible walls he thought in
terms of the role he had
played in making it possible
for the Christ to come on
the scene.
It was not his to think of
his importance but rather to
think of the minor role he
had played in getting people
ready for the acceptance of
Christ. No doubt his mind
went back to the day of the
baptism when he looked up He thought that his imprison-
and saw Jesus making ready iment had meant the end of
for His entrance into the the mission but Jesus remind-
water. ed these disciples uf John to
HIS REWARD? ,go back and tell him again
that the lames are made toHe recalled the day when
wthe words fell from his lips, alk, the blind see, the poor
"Behold one who comes to me have the gospel preached to George W. Lee, manager of
whose shoes I am unworthy 'them and in spite of what 
i the local insurance office and
to unloose!" He recalls now / he is thinking his labors were'a leading politicians suggested
in this debased condition!not in vain, 
that prizes and certificates be
that he had labored and How heartening this must 
offered to churches and pas-
have been to John. How heart-
ening it must be to a mother
woo struggles with a way-
ward son or daughter through
INTERESTED IN VOTER REGISTRATION
The above local ministers and laymen met in the interest
of a last minutes effort to spur voter registration in
labored unselfishly for the
cause of Christ. And now what
is his reward - imprison-
up in it and we think in t
terms of the joys to be de-
rived once those dreams are
fullfilled. Then the walls
tumble down. All for which
we have suffered has come
to naught.
I can sympathize with John
—he thought the kingdom was
coming and coming now. He
had not anticipated any oi
he prison ordeals or other
ordeals that were to haunt
him. Everything as far as he
was concerned had folded.
The plight of John offers
a kinship to many of us
today. We align ourselves
with that which has a real
meaning as far as our think-
ing is concerned - we roll
up our sleeves and devote
all labor and stength to that
which has meaning for us,
only to learn at a later date
that we have failed to live up
to our expectations.
THE RESULTS
°filmes our thinking, like
that of John, is rather faulty
iiMin sters To Encourage
Voter Registration
An estimated 60 local min-
ister and laymen representing
congregations of approximate-
ly 10,000 promised to spur
voter registration before the
Oct. 8 deadline. The promise
was made during a meeting
last Wednesday afternoon at
the Atlanta Life Insurance
building.
tors instrumental in getting
large numbers of their con-
gregation to register.
Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor of
ment! And not only that but Metropolitan Baptist church.
apparently forgotten, the trying years to see that was appointed chairman of a
Here amidst his mixed 'child grow up and take a
emotions he cries out to his hold of himself.
disciples to go out and find How heartening it is for
Jesus and ask Him if He is us to see an almost sure
the Christ or "are we to look defeat turn into victory!
elsewhere?" At this point How heartening it musta
John showed a side of hu- have been to John though
manity much akin to the feel- imprisoned to -learn that the
ing that many of us get under
similar conditions. We put
our all into this venture or
that venture. Our hopes, our
lives, our all are wrapped
Arrest 177 Students
In freedom March
committee to plan a "Citizen-
ship Sunda y" Co-chairman
named was Rev. A. E. Camp-
bell and Rev. C. J. Gaston,
secretary. Also named to the
committee were Reverends T.
Fletcher Hammond, Roy Love,
L. A. Hamblin, J. W. Williams,
W. E. Ragsdale, C. M. Lee,
John C. Mickle, W. M. Fields,
Sr. and W. L. Donelson.
Rev. Owen said "when min-
isters get together as we are
doing we can get something
done. Who has been authoriz-
ed to be our mouthpiece?
Nobody has been authorized to
be the mouthpiece for us black
people in Memphis. Nobody
can speak for us."
Asks Probe Of B'ham Killing
NEW YORK—(UPI) — The determine if Federal
American Civil Liberties 1J-7- been violated.ion has called for an investi-
The ACLU letter said a ques-
tion was raised as to whether
the police action violated the
Federal civil rights law which
prohibits public officials acting
"under color of law" from
interfering with a person's
civil rights.
"Such an inqury," the 17-
ter said, "would demonstrate
that the Federal government
is doing everything it can to
enforce Federal law to pro-
test Constitutional rights."
gation of the killing of a Ne-
work was going on. So it gro teen-ager, shot by a Bir-
must be with each of us. Dark mingham policeman following
clouds may cover our skies'the recent church bombing in
but we must be able to look which four Negro girls were
at us and see worthiness! killed.
The civil libertios group,
in a letter to President Ken-
nedy, asked that the present
ed to include the shooting of 16-
, edr-old James Robinson. to
Knox Nelson To
By JOHN F. HUSSEY The Negroes have been de- Sing On Sunday
ORANGEBURG, S. C.
(UPI) — Police arrested 177
singing, dancing Negroes and
herded them to a prison com-
pound where they continued to
chant "Freedom! Freedom!"
The arrests brought to nearly
700 the number of Negroes
taken into custody for anti-
segregation demonstrations in
this city 35 miles South of
Columbia since Saturday.
With the exception of about
two dozen high school young-
sters. nearly all of the de•
monstrators a r r t e d were
students of South Carolina
State College and Clafling
College, both Negro schools
here.
Police arrested 333 Negroes,
some as young as 8-years-old,
when they attempted to stage
an anti-segregation march of
the downtown business district.
- The demonstrations have
been aimed at better job op-
portunities and other conces-
sions from downtown business
firms.
monstrating for several de-
segregation and job opportunity
concessions from local business
places
Thirty-four juveniles in the
group arrested were released
in the custody of their
parents. Most of the demons-
trators stayea in the city and
county jails which were over-
flowing. Six bus loads of Ne-
groes were sent to the State
Penitentiary at Columbia.
Classrooms were left empty
as the students began their
march from the campuses
toward the downtown area.
Singing and shouting, they
were halted by policemen whs
instructed them to be orderly
The singing continued, .411(
. p0;ice began their arrests. Th.,
Negroes were ho•dled to the
,county jail compound—a 100—
foot outdoor area two blocks
away where they continued to
'sing anti-segregation songs.
Firemen stood by with a
Knox Nelson will be pre-
sented in recital at Collins
Chapel CME church on Sun-
day, Oct. 6, between 5 and 6
p. m., and the public is invit-
ed.
The musical program is being
presented by the Mattie E.
Coleman circle. Miss Frances
Yarbrough is president and
Mrs. Bernice Hines secretary.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham is
pastor of the church.
NEED
CASH!
—Quick Loans—Deny Grant Of Automobile, Furniture
$15 Million
For CR Fight
NEW YORK — Spokesmen
for the Rockefeller and Ford
,Foundations and the Carnegie
ICorporation denied a pub-
lished report that they are,
water hose which authorities 'considering a plan to contri-
said would be used if the de- 
.bute $15 million jointly over
monstration got out of hand. the next five years to the
cause of Negro Civil Rights.
The Rockefeller Foundation I
2500 Gather To Study iievelopment of Negro leader-: dn et edl a roguot tghratn ti ts talreadyow r d ha:
.ship and will continue to do so.
Bias, Slum Problems
DENVER -- (UPI) —
'More than 2,500 delegates 
assembled for a four-day
meeting dealing with the
physical development prob-
lems confronting Americas
cities, from slums to segrega-
tion.
The meeting is the conven-
tion of the National Associa-
tion of Housing Redevelop=
ment officials. Theme is "Con-
gestion, Confusion and Poverty
in Today's Cities."
Federal, state and local of-
ficials charged with the re-
sponsibility of housing and
municipal renewal programs
from throughout the nation
were attending. The first gen-
eral session Was scheduled for
Monday. after welcoming ad-
dresses by Mayor Tom Cor-
rigan of Denver and Gov. John
Love of Co:orado.
Speakers include Adminis-
trator Robert C. Weaver of
the ',lousing and Home Finance
• Agency: David L. Lawrence.
Chairman of the President's
Committee on Equal Oppor-
tunity in Housing, and Phi:ip
N. Bronstein, Commissioner of
the Federal Housing Admin-!. .istration
PRYOR OLDSMOBILE
2525 SUMMER AVENUE
THE SHARPEST OF NEW and USED CARS
All Of Our Cars Are Guaranteed
Our Salesmen Courteous
Phone - FA 3-5556 Open Nites
Signature
Th.,. Is a r•oson why p•ople
lik• to do business with us. You,
too, will lik• our courteous treat-
ment and d•sir• to h•lp you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nighty Until 700 P.M.
Saturdays 900 to 100
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Homo Owned - Horri• Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W• like, to soy yes to your
loon request'
Examin•d and Supervised by
Stot• Department of
Insuranc• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
law had
SAVE 8t*
nollI11111111es
dirt 111111s
111111111111
nnmisoseo
raij jCART' HOME SAVINGS!
'under price of
home delivered
milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
"YOUR
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL,
CUSTOM
WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Ten eeeeee
Company Makes What You dtk For And
  
Whet You Think Of"
Memphis. The meeting was held at the Atlanta Life
Insurance building last Wednesday afternoon.
George Lee, presiding at the
meeting, called for the "defeat
of Mayor Henry Loeb in the
upcoming election." He urged
the ministers to push voter
registration in their churches
and in the community. "If we
are to have unity it must be
arrived at with full participa-
tion of citizens. We cannot use
this voter registration to pay
off political debts, use it to
pack committees, grant favors
to whites for bland smiles,"
said Lee.
He added "my effort shall
be for the advancement of my
people. I wear nobody's collar,
Loeb, Hinds, Ingram or Far-
ris.
W. W. Walker accused Atty.
Russell A. Sugarmon, Jr. of
"speaking for Negroes." He
added "regardless to what
Sugarmon, Jr. says, let us rise
up and do what is right."
The next meeting was set
for today (Wednesday, Oct. 2)
at Atlanta Life Insurance
building.
Woman's Day At Dr. Donald Salmon
Morning View To Speak Here At •
be held at the Morning View Christian ChurchAnnual Women's Day will
Baptist church, 1626 Carnegie
St., Sunday, Oct. 6. The pastor
will deliver a special message
to the Women at 11 a.m. Mrs.
Ralph H. Jackson of St. An-
drew C.M.E. church will be
the guest speaker at 3 p.m.
Music will be rendered by
the Mt. Vernon, Mt. Moriah
Baptist churches. Mrs. J. L.
Netters will serve as Mistress
of Ceremonies.
Mrs. Kathryn Dandridge,
Chairman
Rev. J. J. Reynolds, Pastor
Mt. Sinai Baptist
To Honor Pastor
On Anniversary
Members of the Mt. Sinai
Baptist church at 1667 S.
Lauderdale will honor the pas-
tor and his wife, Rev. and
Mrs. L. L. Laws, on their six-
teenth anniversary during a
program at the church on Sun-
day, Oct. 6, at 3 p.m.
The guest speaker for the
occasion will be Rev. E. L.
Shay, pastor of Hill Chapel
Baptist church.
During a pre-opening cere-
mony on Friday night, Oct. 4,
the speaker will be Rev. 0.
C. Collins, pastor of Progres-
sive Baptist church. The public
is invited to all services.
W. A. Smith is chairman of
the observance a n d King
Famer co-chairman.
Dr. Donald M. Salmon,
executive secretary of the
Department of Evangelisi4of
the Christian Churches, II
preach at the .Mississ
blvd. Christian church at
Mississippi blvd. on Sun
Oct. 6, at II a.
A graduate of the Ylli•
Divinity school, he has been
a Christian minister for..
years and has served
president of the Illinois Sate
Convention of Christi
Churches.
Dr. Salmon's subject
the service will be "Je
Concerned For People".
Lorenzo Evans and
Salmon will conduct eva
listic services at the ch
on Friday, Oct. 5, at 7:30
and the public is invited.
Elder Blair T. Hunt
pastor of the church.
in CHOIR &PULP
GOWNS
All Colors and Col
Combinations
Boast. for Whirrs •
Org.nizolien11
OWEN FURNITURE DEtt
Pulpiti, Pies, Isom. TsbIst
Lowest Prints Avalloblo
WRITE FOR FREE EA15105
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORM
701 11 SLICE. 55 Whit•Aell it.,
WashIngtent 5, D.C. AtIont• 3, Georgia
Everyone saves
uctlity C04,,P11.
Stamps!
From little boys to Teddy Bears. .'.from
teenagers to grandmothers EVERYONE saves
Quality Stamps!. . . .Naturally, because it
only takes 1200 Quality Stamps to fill a
saver book. . . .So, if you are a little boy
looking for a toy, a teddy bear looking for a
chair, a teenager looking for a "hi-fi" or a
grandmother looking for gifts for the grand-
babies count on Quality Stamps to fill your
needs! EVERYONE COUNTS ON. . .
EVERYONE SAVES. . .QUALITY STAVPS!
•
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Hold your Hatt!
LADIES'
WINTER COATS
Pile-lined laminated 
coats, expensively 
de-
tailed. Ideal for 
Winter's coldest days! 
Red,
royol, black. Sizes 10 
to 18.
LADIES' DOUBLE KNIT
Cotton double knits 
in solids and 
choice
prints. Elastic waist; 
self rope belts. 
Choice
Autumn shades. Sizes 
10 to 16. At a 
marvel-
ous price! (Also 
available in single knit 
cot-
tons in 161/2 to 221/.)
LADIES' FLANNEL 
PAJAMAS
149
40.
LADIES' 
EMBROIDERED SHIRTS99c
Cotton flannel novelty 
prints, screen prints,
floral prints, with 
Mondarin and Peter Pan
collars! Guaranteed 
washable! Sizes 32 to
100% cotton rollup 
sleeve, man-tailored
shirts lavishly 
trimmed with Schiffli 
embroid-
ery. Convertible 
collar. Sizes 32 to 38. 
Choice
colors, white. A great 
price!
LADIES' CORDUROY 
SLACKS
Well-tailored solid 
and novelty 
pottern cot-
ton corduroy 
Capris. Expensively 
detailed.
Hi-rise, 
regulation waists, 
side button tab
styles. Newest 
Autumn tones. 
Sizes 10 to 18.
Buy several!
LADIES' PANTIES
Tailored and fancy 
acetate, assorted 
colors.
Sizes 5, 6, 7. Stock 
up now!
LADIES' BRAS
Cotton padded, 
circular stitch bras in 
white
to 38, A & B 
cups.
only Sizes 32 
LADIES' CARDIGAN 
SVJZATERS
157
100'4, Orlon acrylic 
long sleeve classic 
car-
digans with matching 
buttons. Sizes 34 to Al
An outstanding 
voluel
LADIES' DEEP CLOCHES
In every fashion
-right color and fabric! 
Pre.
tend furs, velvets, 
satins, with fine veilings,
feathers ... every kind 
of trim!
UNREATABIE VALUE!
DOLL'S CLOTHES
To fit Barbie, Midge and all
11 1/2" dolls. A delightful gift
for any little girl!
et
FIRST QUALITY
DEFENDER
CULTURED PEARL PENDANT
Exquisite genuine cultured pearl pendant on
a 12 K. gold filled choin. You'll love it • . .
and it's terrific for gifts!
LADIES' PLASTIC OVERSHOES
For medium or high heels. Now's the time to
buy them.
LADIES' BROCADE SUPPERS
Pretty designs in colorful metallic brocade.
Foam cushioned sole for maximum comfortl
PRINTED PILLOW CASES
Fine quality cotton muslins in choice pat-
terns. A fine value!
Plus Tax
FOAM MATTRESS TOPPERS 158
Thick 1/2" poly-foam. Full size 1.99 Twin size. III
TOSS PILLOW COVERS
Zippered covers with corded edges. Fine
quality decorator fabrics! Choice patterns!
JUMBO UTILITY DISH PAN 5
Sturdy plastic, sanitary, easy to keep clean.
ASSORTED SIZED
CELLULOSE SPONGES
Thirsty utility sponges. Great for fall cleaningl
TV LAP AND BED TRAY
With folding brass legs. Ideal for TV view-
ing, adult bed tray, child's playtable, etc.
37
for 6-Pac
THESE ARE, JUST SOME OF OUR BARGAIN
tsONANIZA BUYS! WE HAVE HUNDREDS ivIORE! ,
41001
f
SAVE ON THESE NEEDS!
Prak-t-kal Plastic
ALL NIGHT VAPORIZER
Unbreakable, rust
-proof. 1 Gal. capacity.
Large 6.95 size. Now just
39
Prak-t-kal Glass
ALL NIGHT VAPORIZER 399
With polished aluminum rim and easy-carry
tray. Usual 6.95 size. For only
Colgate TOOTH PASTE 5
Family size 83; tube
"Code 10 Men's
HAIRGROOM
New large 790 tube. For a low
Plus Tax
TIC
7c
39c
ERRIFIC RECORD SALE!
Pop — Waltzes — Show
19K-•
Tunes — Percussion, etc. All
your favorite music! Each
45 R.P.M.'s "OLDIES BUT GOODIES"
Famous artists on popular
labels. 6 tunes on 3 records. 3 for 47,
MEN'S DRESS 
SLACKSPre-shrunk rayon flannels with side 
adjust- 7 7
able 
waistbands. Full cut, 4 a buy! pockets. Black,
charcoal, loden. Waist sizes 29 to 38. What
MEN'S 
FLANNEL 
PAJAMAS
100% cotton flannel coot styles! 
Pre-shrunk,oice colors. Sizes 99
foncY prints, full cut, side elas
A, 8, 
.
tic 
waistband.
Ch 
C D.
MEN'S BOXER SHORTSAll around elastic 
waistband on solid color 2 9,chided All Alldo uwahraitneieeGdripsparierforfrizoenListsyizleessto 44.
1107.reserve the rightImo quontitiesGIRLS' TWO-PIECE SLACK SETS
Cotton 
corduroy 
slacks with 
matching and
contrasting knitted and cotton printed polos 44
With 
novelty 
effects. Sizes 2 to 6x.GIRL 
 POLO SH/RTSLong sleeve knitted 
cotton 
a huge
variety of polos incolors and 
styles including turtle-
necks. Sizes 1 to 4. Buy an 
armful!
BOYS' SKI 
JACKETS 48Zipper front style ith 
attached hood, quiltedwearable priced right
nylon shell. Black, wred. Sizes 4 to 14. Warm,
, 
!
BOYS'
• Sizes cuff5 Black, oh6 to 16. A great value!
BOYS' 
FLANNEL SHIRTS
90% 
collar cotton 10% Kashara 
rayon. Knit
6 to 
shawl 88styles with knit cuffs, solid body.low loGuaranteed Sanforized. Maroon,w prices grey, blue.Sizes 18. A , 
BOYS' 
FLANNEL 
PAJAMAS
Notch 
collar, button fron
cotton. Bl 
t coat style in fancy 9pcnterns. 100% ,Sizes 3 to 16. Stock up! ue, green maroon.
INFANTS' 
BLANKETSRayon and nylon blends. Acetate satin bind
-
ing. Super loft, softer, deeper, more luxurious
C
nap. Machine 
washable. 36 
'SoCRIB 
MATTRESSVinyl plastic cover, 
cotton felt filled, tern- 
88
pered stee/ coil 
innerspring unit, posture
.
board for firm 
support, 
Guaranteed water rip s-
•
proof 
Assorted 
nursery prints ond 
st.
Standard crib size 
ILLS
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9:30 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
2500 LAMAR AVENUE - (RTE. 78) - MEMPHIS
2 Blocks East of AIRWAYS
r
THRIFT
CENTERS
NO "MEMBERSHIP" REQUIRED!
NO "MEMBERSHIP" FEES TO PAY!
AMERICA'S -GREAT' SELFASERVICE DISCOUNT 
DEPARTIVIENT'STORES--
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Bible Reading In Schools
School days are here again
through most of the United
States. And with them a minor
degree of confusion about the
Supreme Court ruling last June
which invalidated requirement
of Bible reading or the Lord's
Prayer by state laws as part of
the public school program.
In some states this is no prob-
lem, since their laws already
forbade that practice rather
than invite religious contro-
versy. In some communities
there have been demands that
Bible reading or morning prayer
be continued regardless of the
court decision. The custom is so
familiar in certain states or
areas that it may continue un-
challenged.
Israel And Africa
Not sufficient notice has been
given to the important role the
Israeli government is playing in
the development of the newly
independent African states. Not
only has the Jewish nation given
economic aid, but it has done
much toward the evolution and
training of the type of native
leadership that can cope with
the manifold African problems.
It has trained the natives of
Ghana in the ways of scientific
navigation; schools have been
established in Accra for ship
captains and crews under the
tutelage of Israeli experts. Now
a number of hand-picked East
Africans are being trained in
Israel with the view to becoming.
Army officers in their home-
lands.
The six-month course involves
tougher military discipline than
the young Africans ever have
experienced before. It also in-
volves training the men for non-
military duties in the fields of
education, farming and social
, But broadly speaking through
the Northern states, including
Massachusetts, site of America's
first public schools, and Penn-
sylvania and Maryland, where
two test cases originated, the
solution seems to halm been
found in a brief period of silent
meditation.
Even the most limited form
of amendment would open
many disputes as to whose pray-
er or whose version of scripture
should be used. A more sweep-
ing type, favored by some,
would destroy much if not all
the protection against use of
public funds for private and de-
nominational schools. This is
not to be entered upon im-
pulsively.
welfare.
The Israeli conception of an
army, unlike that of most other
countries, is that each officer
must be trained to serve his
country in non-military fields as
well as his soldier's duties. A
young Tanganyikan in Tel Aviv,
says he now is prepared to take
up any tasks his government
gives him. He was one of 60
East Africans who successfully
passed a recent course for in-
fantry officers in Israel.
The young Africans seem to
have absorbed much from their
stay in Israel. They are grateful
for their hosts' attitude toward
the needs of their young coun-
try. They have seen in Tel Aviv
dedicated people and devotion
to the cause of national revival.
Their training was compre-
hensive and extended beyond
that of an ordinary in.iantry of-
ficer. It was designed to build
self-confidence and other attri-
butes of leadership as well as
the administrative qualities of
staff officers.
Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stc.2e.es
Pritchard • • The Concert Pianist
Man has always expressed ho.
feeling and influences in art.
Every era man has experienced
since he became civilized has
been reflected in the art hp
has produced.
Robert Pritchard, the concert
pianist is no different.
To express how he feels about
the accomplishments and de-
feats, the aspirations and heart-
aches of the American Negro he
has consented to make a Concert
Piano Emancipation Proclama-
tion Centennial Tour of South-
ern Negro colleges and univer-
sities.
Pritchard who holds a doc-
torate in music, said "out of a
deep sense that the artist should
add his number to the Southern
Negro revolt against social in-
justice, I will tour the South in
material support of, and as a
moral salute to the Southern
Negro leadership and students.
Out of the South, many, many
years ago, came another sort of
music—another art form. It was
the Negro Spirituals which are
not—as many people think—
sacred music intended to wor-
ship God. Rather, It was a soul-
ful cry for relief from hunger,
illness, harshness and all of the
other cruelties inherent with
human slavery.
Dr. Pritchard feels that the
Negro artist in particular can
ill-afford the ivory tower illu-
sions of "Bohemia" . . . that
both the reality and the ideal
inherent in the most dominant
social revolt in our history de-
mands that the artist personfly
the best conscience of the na-
tion."
Events in history carried
Pritchard on a tour of Africa in
1957. The State Department's
Cultural Exchange Program
called - upon him to assist in
universities and art centers of
the newly founded counIries of
Africa and the Caribbean."
He taught music in the native
land of his forefathers who were
enslaved and brought to Amer-
ica to the Southern cotton fields
out of which came many of the
Negro Spirituals we know today.
The difference in the art that
Pritchard is teaching and the
art that his forefather epouse is
Pritchard's art is an Art ring-
ing with the tempo of a social
revolt against injustices. And
the art of his forefathers in
cotton fields was an art edged
in a prayerful hope of escape
from inhuman treatment.
Pritchard is a very young man
who was a child prodigy. He
attended Syracuse university
for private study with pianist
pedagogue Kirk Ridge. He ob-
tained his entire formal musical
training by winning competi-
tive scholarships and special
awards.
He has toured Europe where
his great skilled was loudly
lauded. This is not strange. Eu-
ropeans have always judged
great artists by their art — neH
according to their color as here
in America. Many poor Amer-
ican Negro artists have been
forced to travel aboard to re-
ceive acclaim before they are
able to even obtain an audience
in America.
Pritchard has dedicated his
entire life and works toward
bridging the gap between "dif-
ferences" in people, nationali-
ties and cultures.
He understands the inter-
meaning of the cry from the
quarry-slave, the sad music
emitted by the Jew of the
Poland ghetto, the frantic, dance
of the South African: because—
like himself—their art reflects
the condition, of the era.
Pritchard's music expresses
his opposition to America's in-
justices to the Negro.
JACKIE ROBINSON
`Blowin' In The Wind'
"How many roads must a man
walk down — before they call
him a man? How many seas
must a white dove sail—before
she sleeps in the sand? How
many .times must the cannon
ball fly — before they're for-
ever banned? The answer, my
friend, is lalowin in the wind.
The answer is blowin' in the
wind."
This the way the famous song
goes.
How many bombs must fall
on Alabama — how many
churches must be bombed? How
many helpless, unoffending
children must die — before this
nation comes to realize that the
answer to all this injustice and
brutality is blowin' in the
winds. The winds are not soft,
prettily-swirling winds. The
winds of the wrath and resent-
ment of the Negro are churning
into what can become one of
the worst storms which ever hit
this so-called land of the free.
How many years must a
mountain exist — before it is
washed to the sea? The moun-
tain of segregation! How many
years must some people exist
—before they're allowed to be
free? Our people! How many
times can a man turn his heed
and pretend that he just doesn't
see? The segregationists! The
Wallaces. the Ross Barnetts!
The stubborn old bosses in
Congress!
The answer, my friend, is
blowin' in the wind. The ansWer
might well be borne in. on a
cyclone which will change this
nation into a land of bloody bat-
tlefields.
How many deaths will it take
'til it's known — that too many
people have died?.
If I had a hammer. /'d ham-
ALFRED DUCKETT
mer in the morning. I'd hammer
in the evening all over this land.
I'd hammer out danger. I'd
hammer out a warning. I'd ham-
mer out by, between my bro-
thers and my sisters — all over
this land.
If I had been a parent in
Birmingham on a Sunday morn-
ing which was shattered by a
detonation more vicious than
any ever released by Hitler in
Nazi Cermany — and if, in the
ruins of that bombing, one of
my children had been found,
crushed to death, I know what
I would have done with that
hammer.
God bless Dr. Martin Luther
King. But, I'm afraid he would
have lost me as -a potential dis-
ciple of his credo of non-vio-
lence. I am afraid that his pleas
will fall upon deaf ears unless
some strong, decisive, immedi-
ate action is forthcoming from
our Government. The Negro's
patience has worn thin. Every-
place I go, I hear people talking
in terms of retaliation.
This kind of atmosphere re-
flects the fears we all hive. But
when the lives of four helpless
young children can be snuffed
out by some sick, rotten, hate-
crazed dog, it is high time that
we have more than just fancy
words from the President. It is
fine for the President to praise
the Negro leaders who are call-
ing for non-violence and calm.
But, Mr. President, this non-
violence and calm is not going
to last much longer unless the
government finds some way,
somehow. to halt the reign of
terror which is threatening the
Negro.
I don't know who to' blame
more — the maniac who vio-
lated the sanctity of a Christian
church and murdered four girls
who had just begun to live — or
that seeming madman in the
state capitol who, in my opin-
ion, is an accessory to the fact
of murder.
Governor Wallace, a big.
mouthed, political pipsqueak
who makes loud speeches, has
proven he doesn't have the guts
to back them up when it comes
to jeopardizing his personal
liberty. He cannot escape the re-
sponsibility for having set the
stage for one of the ugliest, most
cruel crimes which ever dis-
graced the United States and the
South.
I can only fervently hope that
by the time this column ap-
pears, President Kennedy has
moved the strength and power
of the U.S. government into
Birmingham, a city which has
defied the law of man and spat
upon the law of God.
The Governor of Alabama
had the gall to offer a $5000 re-
ward for capture of the bomber.
Mathematically, this means he
believes the life of each of these
kids was worth a little more
than $600. He should pay the
$5,000 and turn himself in. If it
hadn't been, for his sadistic and
perverted campaign to keep Ne-
gro youngsters out of school and
to defy his government, these
children might be alive today. -
Washington had best realize
that the Negro has reached the
breaking point. He has accepted
every conceivable deprivation
and insult. But if you want to
see a people inflamed, just let
these goons and punks keep
messing with our children.
There's a line the most docile
human beings draw — and this
is it!
How Long Can We Take It?
We wonder hok,k the Gover-
nor of the sovereign, state of
Alabama slept on a certain
September Sunday night. We
wonder if he lay awake in his
bed, tossing and turning, and
seeing in a waking dream the
twisted, lifeless bodies of six
Negro kids from Birmingham,
Alabama.
Four of these kids were baked
in a hot cauldron of, intense
flame. We wonder if the Gov-
ernor of Alabama realized that
he had lit the match of inflam-
mation which touched the fuse
of the bomb that reduced a
great and noble Negro church to
ruins.
Two of the kids were gunned
down on Birmingham streets.
We wonder if the Governor re-
alized that he loaded the het.
weapons of death with the am-
munition of bigotry.
If they evcr apprellauf the
maniac who hurled the born'),
we wonder if he will be true to
the code of all rat, pack hoods
and refuse to admit he was .en-
couraged in his foul deed by an
official nod, urging the white
people of Alabama to remain
standing adamant against the
tides of history.
We wonder if Governor Wal-
lace reflected upon how it would
feel to be a black man and the
father of one of those slain girls
whose charred bodies lay in the
rubble, mute and damning testi-
mony to the savagery of Twen-
tieth Century civilization in
America.
The Governor has a small
daughter named Lee: named af-
ter the noted rebc1 gwneral who
fought the Civil WAr which the
Govern'ar still fights. Could he
imagine this kind of brutality
happening to his Lee. Probably
not. Pr hal117, the Governor, in
his sunny innocence, would be
perfectly con.ont to entrust hi*
Lee to the tender care cf a black
Margin "e•
Little girls like Lee may not
always be safe with black mam-
mies in the kind of world Masse
Wallace would create. The as-
sumption, long-held, that you
can do anything to the Negro
and still find him grinning is a
dangerous assumption.
If the hell which sought to
break loose from the breasts of
black people in Birmingham and
across the nation — if that hell
ever does break loose. Massa
Wallace and Lee and lots of
other people Way be consumed
in its terrible fires.
We want to pray that the
devil within the souls of men
like Wallace and the bomber
and the murdering police will
not call forth its twin from the
stricken hearts of our people.
We want to pray this — but
with fevered brow, with stom-
ach that want to puke up the
sickness and veins beating
strongly from our temples, we
cry from desperate lips — how
long, Lord, how long?
We wonder.
DARK
SHADOWS
NAT. D. WILLIAMS 41
CONSIDER THE "STUDY-IN"
In a recent article in the
Saturday Evening Post, one of
the nation's most widely cir-
culated popular magazines, Louis
E. Lomax, much publicized and
often quoted Negro newspaper-
man and free lance writer, made
a rather pertinent suggestion.
From the major premise that
Negro youth is basically un-
ready for the real opportunities
they (Negro youth) have largely
opened for themselves, Mr. Lo-
max suggests that Negro youths
prep are themselves to grasp
these opportunities.
Writing as a realist and not
as a sentimentalist, Mr. Lomax
calla upon Negroes generally to
face up to the facts of life
realize that unless the growl
such gets itself ready for new
opportunities . . . and new re-
sponsibilities . . . much of the
present-day struggle will, be in
vain. One of the major and first
responsibilities the Negro's free-
dom struggle has pinpointed is
the great and almost desperate
need to make up for lost time
by grasping every opportunity
to train heart, head, and hand
for successful living in the world
of today and tomorrow. If the
Negro wants "freedom or first-
class citizenship Now". . . then.
according to Mr. Lomax, he'd
better be ready to meet the
challenges such a status de-
mands.
IN MEMPHIS
.Mr. Lomax suggest a natitek
wide "study-in" Moveme
among Negroes. . . initiated by
themselves, with the help of all
they can influence. . . the Fed-
eral government, state govern-
ments, private foundations, and
local agencies. In short, he thinks
a "crash" program for Negro
colleges, professors and students
... for Negro school teachers...
for Negro high school graduates
... for Negroes who have not
completed high school... should
be one of the major "musts" to
b e implemented by Negro lead-
ership.Happily in Memphis, there is
something of a symbolic or nut-
shell expression of what Mr.
Lomax has suggested. It is the
Booker T. Washington Evening
School.
Many Memphians are not
aware of the significant devel-
opments over there at 715
Launderdale ... the WashingtoiR
Evening School. A conversation
with Mr. A. D. Miller, principal
of the school, reveals some in-
teresting and important facts.
In the first place there are over
five hundred students in. the
school . . . 335 women, and 176
men . . . ranging in age from
17 to 55. Incidentally, it is in-
teresting to note that the major-
ity of those in attendance aver-
age 23 years of age . . . indicat-
ing that a significant number
of local young Negroes are al-
ready wide awake.
EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES
Last year the Evening school
graduated Ill persons. This year
there are 176 in the Senior Class.
Eighteen per cent of those who
graduated last year are now sit:-
tending college . . moving
up the line!
Mr. Miller points out that the
purpose of the Evening School
Is to "provide opportunities for
adults to Continue their educa-
tion at the elementary and high
school level. Business Educa-
tion, Trade and Industrial, and
Tailoring classes are offered to
adults who are gainfully employ-
ed in some related occupation.
Those who want academic sub-
jects from elementary thru high
sefhool may get them. A staff
of regular, professionally school
teachers do the teaching. In fact,
they are regular public school
teachers doing some extra night
work. Mr. Miller himself is a
former member of the faculty at
Douglas high school, and widely
known former athletic coach.
At the evening school, eligi-
bility for high school includes
students 17 years of age or over
who have successfully complfi
ed elementary school, or succea-
fully passed a General Educa-
tional Development test. The
test will be given in January,
1984, at the Washington Eve-
ning school for those who wish
it.
All the high school courses
lead to the high school diploma.
Books are furnished. Courses are
offered in biol og y, general
science, physics, American his-
t o r y, problems of democracy,
arithmetic, plane geometry,
vocal music, typing, office prac-
tice, auto mechanics. bricklay-
ing. English, Spanish, algebra,
bookkeepping, shorthand, shoe
repair, and printing. Adult ele-
nsentsrv classes are nifPred . . .
•^1. &dohs wiwhine to cornnlete
elementary (grades 3-8). The
classes are ungraded to permit
stodents to progress at their 01
rate.
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Pro Football Team Al,, 't Not/ii,,"
•
Without A Sharp Quarterback
By OSCAR FRALEY '; chafed on the sidelines while
NEW YORK — (UPI) — the Giants lost their second
contest.
eussion as to whether a par-
ticular pitch was a strike or fkAUN
ball when he drew himself Mir
up and announced "it ain't
nothing" until I call lt."
The same applies to a pro
football team. It ain't nuthie
• without a good throwing quar-
terback.
You might also say this will
be a rule of thumb for Koufax
and Ford when they square
off Wednesday in the opening
game of the World Series at
Yankee Stadium.
But, while one of them has
to be a loser, or at least one
of their teams has to lose,
Tittle came back to the same
old stand for the New York
Giants on Sunday after a bit-
ter week of injury idleness
which cost the Giants a game
and got them back into win-
ning stride.
But he pi,ised right up again
to flip three more touchdown
passes against the Philadel-
-
•
•
• SEE THE NEW m
• •
• ALL NEW
• •
• '64 FORDS •
•
• NOW ON DISPLAY
•
•
•
• 
Fully equipped. Like new.
• 
61 Chevrolet Brookwood
• 62 Oalaxi• "500' 241r. H.1.
Tully japed. Like Nen.
You can't be blamed if you mix
up your bunts and punts a bit
but the messers Sandy Koufax
and Whitey Ford may be in-
terested to learn that Y.A.
a pitchers' week. Fisk Student he hasn't had a single passTittle proved its going to be the pro football grind is that
sudden end to an irate dis-
Bill Klem once put a rather El
ected State only passer in the league whointercepted — and he is the
Chairman
A Fisk University student
from Barbados, West Indies,
has been elected state chair-
man of the Tennessee Col-
legiate Council for the United
Nations.
Milton 0. C. Haynes, a pre-
med junior, will have the re-
sponsibility of coordinating
policies and programs of the
CCUN as well as filling speak-
ing engagements in an effort
to encourage formation of more
college UN affiliates in the
state.
During the past summer,
Haynes, editor of the student
newspaper, The Fisk Forum,
represented the university at
the 18th National Leadership
Institute at Sarah Lawrence
College and at the National
Yat, as the "Bald Eagle" ii Student Association Congress
known, led the Giants to their at Indiana University. He was
named to represent the Regionfirst game victory with three of Tennessee on the NSAC
touchdown p 
 The n he executive committee.
mummimummagsu
2883 POPLAR :
Station Wagon, fully equipped.
•
• Full power sE Factory air. .
II 63 F-100 Pickup
— 7,tair equipped. Like new.
I. 57 Merc. Montclair $795 E.il -dr. 1ST. Pull power. Factory air. Like new 
-dr. ILT. 390 engine. 4-in-floor, like new. 
$1995 •
• 
62 Ford Cialaxie 500 
•
• 
62 Fairlane Sedan $1695 
•
•
Fully equipped. Like new.
61 Chevrolet Sedan $1595 II
• 59 Ford Galax'. 2-dr. H.T.  $1295 •
• 
Fully equipped. Air condition. Like new.
•
• $25 DOWN •
• •
•
'61 Ford '4 Pick-us '' '60 Falcon Sedan
'55 Chev. Sedan '60 Fairlane Sedan 
•
• 
SS Ford Sedan '61 Falcon Sedan 
s •
• 
56 Ford Sta. Wan. 'Si Ford %Arian
 •
• 15 Repos. All Makes and Models •
TAKE UP BALANCE •
• 
•
•
•
•
N
"Where You Pay The Least" III
•• Our Finance Office Open 'ti: 9 path •
• FA 3-7634 •iimmaimunimassisai
Showroom Fresh Used Cars I 1111
60 Falcon Sedan 
. $14895;
•
. $1995
57 ge Sta. Wgn. $695 •
$1595 •
: HULL-DOBBS EAST
298 SIgG E S
IN STOCK to choose from
50,000
MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE
DON'T NUTTIN1 BEAT
---Jmoi•of
CHUCK HUTTON
'63 DODGE DART2-Dr. Sedne
WITH Posh-Button Beater. Electrie Wipers, DirectionalSignets, Torsionnire Ride, Alternator, Antl-rreese.
CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 union • Open Evenings • BR 5•8143
phia Eagle Sunday. In the
process he completed 15 of
25 aerials for 185 yards. That
ran his two
-game total to 428
yards with 31 completed out
of 48, a fat 80 per cent.
Even more remarkable in
can claim that distinction.
Tittle has anoother distinc-
tion, along with Johnny Unitas.
He throws "bombs," meaning
the long scoring pass such as
his 43 yard heave for the ice-
breaker against the Eagles,
many other pro quarterbacks
are happy to settle for the
short gainers which have less
risk of interception.
There is sotne discrepancy
about the age of the one-time
LIM star who was drafted by
Cleveland at the end of his
1947 season year in college
and subsequently Lst- kiscl to
Baltimore and San Francisco
before getting to tha Giants
in 1961. 1-1. was described two l
years ago as being 35 but now
Ii listed as being 36 n•ail
month, Sunday, 01. 8, at 5 p. m. ii6hers, president. i3lumni menibef,
while attending Sunday School. The
two men were identified as R. E. Chambliss
and Charles Cagle. They were picked uP
by state police. (Defender Photo by UPI ,.
Two men hide their faces
they are driven into city jail to be held for
Ouestioning in connection with the bomb-
ing of 16th Street Baptist Church in
Iiirmi!,glnini where four young girl, were
Alabama
from catneras as
Bombers?
killed
Ad Manager's
Mother Passes;
Funeral Tonight
Funeral services fur Mrs.
Effie Lee WIlliams, mother of
Bryant Williams, advertising
manager of the Tri-State De-
fender, will be held on Wed-
nesday night, Oct. 2, at the
R. S. Lewis and Sons Funeral
chapel, with Rev. J. B. Boyd
delivering the eulogy.
Mrs. Williams passed away
at her home at 1487 Hugenot
after a longtime illness.
A native of Casey, Miss., she
Caine to Memphis as a child.
She was a member of Mt.
Pisgah emE church where she
served on the Ushers and the
Mothers boards. Mrs. Williams
was also a Gray Lady at Ken-
nedy VA hospital.
Survivors include a dear
friend, Will Boyce, Mr. and
Mrs. Bryant Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Lee Williams and
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur West and
15 grandchildren
Burial will take place on
Thursday morning.
Civil Service Seeks
A.
 
Repair Mechanics
pl ansMaking Plans For 'Meet The Husband' foMembersr the stagwill scussing of a comedy,'
"Meet the Husband," scheduledMemphis alumni of LeMoy-ithe Alumni Room of the col- for Bruce Hall, Nov. 15. Thene college will conduct their liege's new library building,
east will be made up 31 aregular monthly meeting this,amerding to Mrs Ann 1, Wea,-.1
Applications are being iy•
cepted by the Board of U. S
Civil Service Examiners,
Memphis Army Depot, Mem-
phis, Tennessee for teletype
mechanic-radio repairer. Three
years of progressive expert-
vice in the installation, main--
_
NEOPRENE SOLE
OXFORD
97
• Goodyear welt
• Oil resistant
sole and heel
• Sturdy arch
• Cushion Inner soles
• Barbour storm welting
RUBBER
INSULATED
PAC
397
• Steel Shank
• Heavy Cleated
Sole and Heel
• Glove Jeather
uppers
• Long wearingi
soles and heels
• Goodyear welts
Genuine Leather ,06\
U. S. NAVY LAST
• Genuine Leather
soles, Innersoles,
quarter linings
8" HUNTING
BOOT
797
• Putty cork sole
and heel
• Glove 'bather
uppers
• Goodyear welt
0% EVERYONE COMES TO
• Jumbo wedge sole
• Goodyear welt
• All leather lined
• Glove leather
uppers
• Goodyear welt
• Jumbo wedged
crepe sole
tenance, repair, testing
removal of teletypewrit
and component parts is req
ed.
The begining rate of
$2.78 per hour. Applies
,nay be obtained from
Army Depot or the Board .•
U.S. Civil Service Examiners
IMPORTED
DUNLOP
TIRES
G
. For Sports Cars
or;g;nai Equipment on 27
c.-Jt of 40 Imported cer,
ALL TYPE
USED TIRES
AVAILABLE
AT LOW PRICES
* BUDGET TERMS
* NO MONEY DOWN
* FREE MOUNTING
TURNER
TIRE SALES
all I \lt, \
PHONE .1 A ii-034
1'1,0 l'ire l'Arking
ENGINEER
BOOT
697
• Logger heel
• Double tap sole
• Genuine leather
uppers
• Goodyear welt
NTIC MILLS
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9:30 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
2500 LAMAR AVENUE - (RTE. 78) - MEMPHIS
2 Blocks East of AIRWAYS
NO "MEMBERSHIP" REQUIRED!
NO "MEMBERSHIP" FEES TO PAY
AMERICA'S GREAT SELF-SERVICE DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORES
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Miss Almazine Davis, guest of and Mrs. Martha Davis. Also
'ficiated. Music was presentedAtty. Wilson G. Graves, athe John Davis,' T. T. Stokes,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Weath- Young lawyer, who took her I byThMeicbhraideel MwYasic)gni'ven in mar-on the court circuit, night spotsers, and Mrs. Hulbert and your 
riage by her uncle, Elijah
scribe, who were invited by and a Yankee vs Athletics Hampton. She WOG resplendidbaseball game.Mr. Arnold for the Memphians. in a w h i t e formal lengthReturning home she stopped
turquoise and aqua are skill- COMPLIMENTING in Washington and had break- gown of peau de soie, design-fully blended in lighting, me. I COLLEGIANS ed with a jewelled neckline,
diterranean influence g r ill 1 Mr. and Mrs. S. W. 
Robin- fast with Mr. and Mrs. Willie
McGee. fitted bodice and slim nine
work against projecting fa- son of 1524 South Montgorne- button s 1 e e v e s. The wide
cades against each wall, and ry. entertained their 
daughter, CHIT CHAT
swirl skirt was topped with aiMiss Barbara Pearl Jeans and Mrs. Samellen Wilson, pop- . rose embroidered band from
which flowed a detachable
train. Her veil was a mantilla
of Alencon lace which fell to jThe banquet table setting 1 1 room because of Illness. SheThose attending were Miss
was a scene of gay repartee,
as members and their guests
had their favorite offerings
from a bountiful bar, and de-
'Fisher is a social studies teach-
er at Manassas High School
° 0 •NV I N•11.ffm• Er... and Anthony Rankin, son
SOCIETY . of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Rankin. of Holly Springs, Miss., and• was graduated from Lincoln
• . 
' University and is attending
X Meharry Medical College inMerry . .Nashville., Mrs. Martin (Ann) William-son of 230 South Wellington,
▪ left early in Sept. on a late
, summer vacation, going to
Go-Round Buffalo and New York Cityei ;by way of Chicago. In Buffaloshe was the guest of her bro-• a ther, Gillie Malone and his
, wife, and their children Bar-
bara and Robert. The visit was
. a surprise one for the Malones.
. In Buffalo she visited cous-
• I 1111 II II X WI • la • IN
A TENTH ANNIVERSARY
PARTY was never more posh
and soignee than the one giv-
en by MEMPHIS, INC. mark-
ing a decade since the found-
ing of the well-known club of
business and professional men.
To reminisce over the past
ten years, and to dream per-
spectively over their proposed
new club house, The Mem-
phians celebrated in swank
form at the smart private din-
ing room of the Pass Port
Room of our magnilicant Me-
tropolitan Municipal Airport
Sunday evening a fortnight
ago.
President John R. Arnold,
Jr. and officers H. Lawton
Jackson, John Davis, Dr. E.
Frank White, William Weath-
ers, Sherman Robinson and
with their other members de-
cided to dedicate the occasion
in honor of their wive
and their efforts will long be
remembered warmly because
of the success of the beautiful
cocktail-dinner party.
One has to see the geor-
geous decor of the Pass Port's
private dining room to really
appreciate a description of its
beauty. . . for the tones of
phian Wives and other fem-
inine guests, including scribe
Jewel G. Hulbert, who was
battered with questions about
her round-the-world trip and
sojourn in Dacca, East Pak-
istan . . . and her praises of
the merchandisirig_lures of
Hong Kong.
Singing praises of the fine
dinner party were members
and wives, Mr. and Mrs. John
R. Arnold, Jr., James Spight,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Johnson,
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Rob-
inson, Mr. and Mrs. William
Weathers, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Newman, Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Nabors, Dr. and Mrs. E. Frank
White, Mr. and Mrs. John
Davis, Mrs. Claiborne Davis,
whose husband, Mr. Davis,
was out of town, Mr. and Mrs.
H. Lawton Jackson, Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Crawford, Mr. and
reunion . . . with niecesMrs. Charles Fletcher, Mr. and IlY
Mrs. H. L. Sims, Mr. and Mrs. Sharon and Karen . . . cousin
Mr. Margaret Malone WhiteLonnie Walker, Mr. and Mrs.
• 13 1 Parks.guests,of St. Albans, Mary Malone,
BRIDAL PARTY
Bridal party of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Perry, Jr., poses
with the newlyeds. On the left are Groomsmen Lewis
rwigg. Jr., Eugene Washburn and Bestman Howard
Carter. Right of Mr. and Mrs. Perry are attendants
Carol Wallace, Elise Falls, maid of honor. Cecelia lane
Strong-Perry Nuptials
peting y woven
 o
Iher friends at a dinner party ular socialite and instructorrepeat the cool blue-greens on •
'recently before they left to at Booker T. Washington Higha taupe background.
I attend their various schools. .School is absent from her class-
a ump Ithe length of the train. She
Jeans, graduate of Hamilton : also wore white peau de soiepital this past week. Here'sHigh School and Lincoln Uni 
,pumps and carried a cascade j
versity at Jefferson City, Mo., wishing her a speedy recovery,lbouquet of yvhite roses.
where she received the B. S. , a. Saturday rm., fo ndIlicious dips and gourmet breads ,the Memphis chapter of Links ' MAID OF HONOR
and crackers with hors- Miss Elise Frills of Buffalo, '
Degree in Business Education
cum laude and is doing grad- 'Inc. having their first Fall
with Mesdames A. M. New York, cousin of h bride !uate work at Columbia Uni-1Party, was the maid of honor. Other
versity in New York... Pa- iWalker and W. 0. Speight, Jr.. atendants were Miss Cecelia'
d ouevres and canapes.
H. L. Sims gave an inform-
al welcome and stated the
occasion eloquently, to be fol-
sister-in-law, Mrs, Eldridge
(Helen) Tarpley. The Tarpley
clan had reservation in the
main dining room, for dinner,
complimenting Mrs. Tarpley
SO birthday. ,
with a matching lace bolero
that had three quarter length
seeves and a collar that cur-
ved to the hem of the jacket.
She chose frosty white jewel-
ry, white three quarter length
gloves, hat, bag and pumps to
accent her attire.
The couple was honored at
a reception given by Mr.. and
Mrs. W. P. Porter in the din-
ing room of the Universal Life
Insurance Company.
The bridal table was of pink
silk over-laid with white lace
and decorated with French
smilax and baby breath. A
three tiered silver white wed-
ding cake was topped with the
traditional miniature bride and
groom.
Assisting in serving were
Miss Barbara Pearl Jean, Miss
Gwendolyn Fife, Miss Denise
Hancock, MTS. Jo Ann Os-
borne and Mrs. Charles Bailey.
(Reverend and Mrs. Charles
Bailey feted the bride with a
shower recently in their lovely
home.)
Out of town relatives and
guests were: MU:is Joyce
Adams, Buffalo. New York;
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Strong,
trick Grant, son of Mrs. Violet ! Land of Long Island, New '-Itheir connecting inks .11 theGrant of New York City, who
an:I Mr.,. Speight. York and Miss Lillian Fisher.lowed by Mr. Arnold who in- is a graduate of Central 'home of Dr The maid of honor wore atroduced his cabinet. One new- Branch High School, Kings- baby pink portrait neckline.ly elected member, Charles H. •ton. Jamaica. BWI. Mr. Grant antique taffeta floor lengthTarpley was on hand for the served in the U. S. Air Force Race Bigot Gets -,heathed gown with a con-cocktail hour, accompanied by trasting train, cumberband andI and is an art major at Lin -his wife, Lois, his mother. : coln University. He is a n-,. 5th Defense Lawyer bowed band at the knee ofMrs. Jennie Tarpley, and his ber of Parkway Gardens Pre,- . dusty pink. She also wore dMADISON Wis. — (UPI) — .byterian Church . . .
Mr. Tarpley proposed a School in arien. e ,
toast to the Memphians, his student at Savannah State iers "Nigger Lovers" during 
and avocado with mint green _
,demonstration here. - accessories.mother, and several otherl College, Savannah, Ga.. and Att W• • W Martin,The best man was HowatH
will receive a certificate ofIormer Verona Municipal Carter Wallace of MIAMI, Fla .Proficience in Clothing next Judge, said he was being re- .Lewis Twigg, Jr., and EugeneJune. She is the wife of Hay- tamed by Reierson, his grand- Washburn. were groomsmen.dream . . tossed salad with wood Strickland of this city !parents, and his mother, a Little Carol Wallace, daigh-choice of roquefort, French or . . . with Mrs. Strickland was ter of Mr. and Mrs. ClancyMadison area school teacher.Thousand Island dressing ... her husband, Hayv,•ood, the
Reiersdn discharged assem- Wal,ace was the flower girl.baked Idaho's with sour cream son of Mrs. Elizabeth Strick- 'blyman Edward Nager D- George Anthony (Tony)dressing and choice of ground ,land. Ile is also a graduate of Jones, was ring bearer.Madison, and emeritus Prof.bacon, chives and scallions . .1Hamilton High and received WEDDING RECEPTIONWilliam Gorham, Rice of thegrilled tomatoes and onions, his B. S. degree from Stillman University of Wisconsin law The bride's mother wore aand veal steaks, link sausages college Summa Cum Laude 111 gown of bone Pesoschool before naming Martin . formaland calf liver, completed with !history and English. He re-
as his at The • dtorney. tuo sai  de soie which featured a jewel-assorted ices, French ice e.eived the M. S. Degree from led neckline sleeveless over-
cream, or lemon tarts.' with
coffee.
The beautiful afternoon and
its cool breezes brought out
smart cocktail dresses a n d
suits for the ladies, many top-
ped with mink stoles and
cashmere sweaters.
One highlight of the convi-
vial event were the impromptu
greetings given by the Mem-
guests, whose natal day was
the 22nd or the following day.
Dinner was a gourmet's
ins, Mr, and Mrs. Major Davis
and Mr. and Mrs. Calvern
Martin, former Memphians,
and, Mrs. Ed w ard Spencer
another former Memphian who
is Mrs. Mollie Carter's sister.
While in Buffalo she took a
trip to Niagara Falls and places
of interest in nearby Canada.
In New York she was the
guest of Mrs. Lewis Brown,
another former Memphian, en-
joying the beautiful home of
Mrs. Brown and her husband.
The Brown's and her sister
Miss Ada Ross made the New
York trip a memorable one
. . . providing opportunity to
see another brother, Samuel
Malone who lives in Brook-
lyn. Mrs. Malone is the form- ,
er Miss Evelyn Davis of this St. Augustine Catholic
church was the beautiful s.et-city.
Since New York is the ling for the recent marilage
abode of so many of Mrs. Wil- of Miss Crystal L. Strong,
liamson's family, the visit daughter of Mrs. Martl.a H.
could be termed a sort of fam- Strong, and the late Mr. Ed-
ward Strong to Joseph W.
Perry, Jr., son of Mr. arld
Mrs. Joseph W. Perry, Sr., of
Belle Glade, Fla.
Father Theodore Wise of-
Another guest was Mr A fifth defense attorney has , 
baby pink pill box hat, white
s.
stepped into the case of Owen shorty cotton gloves and babyFrankie Strickland, daughter peau sole pumps. HerReierson, 24, the Swastika pink 
of Mr. and Mrs. George CJ
:armband wearer charged with bouquet we...s of pink earns-Hall of Darien, Ga., who is a disorderly conduct for calling tions. The other attendantsgraduate of Todd-Grant High
. :Birmingham sympathy march- wore gowns of mint green:
the Univ. of Wisconsin in his. hi , • m by an anonymous benefae- blouse with four self buttons.tory. He is a Ph.D. candidate tor. The camisole topped pellon
in history at the University of :skirt fell into a front panel
Wisconsin, where he is a over slit pockets. Bone peau
teaching assistant. Real 'Irony' 1de sow pill box hat, pumps
Attending the party too was ,The' first class attended by and three quarter length gloves
Miss Lillian Fisher, daughter two Negro students who de- Ifurther enhanced her costume.
of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Fisher 'segregated Murphy H i g hi Mrs. Henrietta Perry of Big
of 1887 Freemont, a graduate ,School was a course in civics. Stone Gap. Virginia, grand'
of Hamilton and a 1963 grad- 'The lesson: "Problems of De- I mother of the bride groom
uate of Lincoln Univ. Miss' mocracy." !wore a duoy pink Uwe dress
-- -
8:30 A.M. to 9 P.M. First 4 DaysSTORE HOURS: 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Friday and Sat.
III Its. 1 XI X I SI IrS4 •1151
1/1 ANIII', HIGH I N RS I IL
FULL WEEK PRICES
WIN Drawing Each Wednesday 8 P.M. TV Channel 5
A( P
THE
IN
$1000" OR 
MORE
FRE
Nothing to Buy-Free Registratioio-and Jackpal Cards at say P1C-P A C. FillE in Both Cards. nrop Registration Card in Jackpot Gostaitter in Store Lobby,is It Is Your Permanent Registration. Sign Jackpot Cud and telp it wilt you-
It will have to be punched with a Jackpot punch each weak to be valid fat
111 that weeks drawing,
and Lillian Fisher. Standing in the rear Is Father Theo-
dore Wiser. In front are Ring Bearer George A. "Tony"
Jones and Flower girl Carol Wallace. (Photos by Nooks
Bros.)
St. Louis, Missouri, aunt and
uncle of the bride; Mr. Joseph
W. Perry, Sr., Belle Glade,
Fla., father of the groom; Mrs.
Hardwick, Chattanooga, Tenn.:
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hassell,
Buffalo, New York, aunt and
uncle of the bride; and Mr.
Robert W. Garrett, Riveria
Beach, Fla., and Buffalo, N. Y.
Other guests and relatives
were; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bailey, Mrs. Elizabeth Albert,
Miss Olivia Ball, Miss Betty
Simpson, Mrs. Roy Ga ndy,
Miss Jacqueline Ball, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. D. Hassell, aunt and
uncle of the bride; Mrs. J. S.
Wesley, Master Perry Hunt,
Mrs. 0. Hunt, Mrs. Mildred P.
Davis, Mrs. C. E. Rowan, Mr.
Mrs. M. Celeste Hamler, Mrs.
H. A. Gilliam, Sr., Mrs. Vic-
toria Coleman, Mrs. Ida Page
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Atkins,
Sr., Miss Joyce Lyndon. Mrs.
Reba Davis, Miss Cherry Da-
vis, cousins, Mrs. Mossie Bai-
ley, aunt of the bride: Mrs.
Mary Wallace, Mr. Sam Bai-
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Moody Has-
sell, aunt and uncle, Mr. D.
W. Pointer, Mrs. Loberta
Bates, aunt of the bride: Mr.
Stephen Boone, Miss Thirkall
Stovall, Mrs. Victoria Han-
cock, Mr. Dan Hancock, Mrs.
Le Eleanor Benson and son
Me a
Q'TWO MILK"r3
Family
Y\j
!
.,...i, MODIFIED
I
, 
SKIM MILK
FOR "FIGURE"
and make
BOTH
FOREST BILL
GO BY BUS
A A,
WHOLE MILK
FOR
VIGOR
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUIHORITY
Jerry, Mrs. Virginia J. Grin-
ner, Mrs. T. Rosa Bailey, and
many others. Mrs. Henry B.
Hall, Ii. did a superb
job of conducting the entire
D. H. Ross and Vicki Ross,
Mrs. Maggie H. Coleman, Mrs.
Sadie Cabbage, Miss Amy
Jones, Miss Gwendolyn Jones,
wedding in a most high fash-
ion.
ON THEIR HONEYMOON
Mr. and Mrs. Perry left im-
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND /FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
'WHIRL FOLKS IIKE 501.1
Gtf PIMIRINUAL
SIRVICI"
mediately after the reception
in a private plane piloted by
the groom for Florida and the
Bahama Islands, where they
will spend their honeymoon.
The couple will reside in San
Bernadino, Calif., after the
honeymoon.
Perry is a graduate of More-
house college a n d Atlanta
university. He has worked to-
ward his doctorate degree at
the University of Nebraska.
He is a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity, Alpha Phi
Gamma Journalistic Society,
Beta Kappa Chi Honorary
Society and the Association
f o r Computing Machinery.
Perry is employed as a an-
alyst at Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft Company.
Mrs. Perry is a recent grad-
uate of the University of Buf-
falo, where she was in the
Physical Therapy club, the Ira
Aldridge Players and the Al-
pha Kappa Alpha sorority.
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED
'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Ph. FA 7-6033
K.C.
KING COTTON
The Brand to
Reach for
K.C. Franks
K.C. Bacon
K.C. Whole
 Sausage
K.C. Lunch Meat
•
made in the U.S. Govt. inspected
kitchens of the
NAT BUR1NG PACKING CO.
Suddenly It's
64
Charles Washburn
Invites his Friends
TO SEE THE 1964
Valiant - Plymouth - Chrysler
at
BILL SPEROS, INC.
309 UNION AVENUE Phone 525-0581
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NAACP MEETING
Many persons across the
state of Tennessee graced Jack
son last week for the NAACP
State Convention on the cam-
pus of Lane College an St.
Paul C.M.E. church.
The Jackson Adult and Youth
chapter had gone all out to
make the meeting a success
with continued plans for com-
plete freedom in '63. It is
hoped that all cities in Ten-
nessee will follow the recent
Chattanooga decision in the
near future, that of desegregat-
ing all public facilities.
GREEKDOM
A caravan of Sigma women
journeyed to Corinth, Miss.,
on Saturday, Sept. 21 to hold
their initial meeting for this
sorority year. The meeting
was held in the lovely new
home of Mrs. Onedia Lasley
with Mrs. Vivian Bell, basileus,
presiding. Mrs. Lasley made
the sorors very welcome and
comfortable in her new home
and served an elaborate menu
upon their arrival.
The agenda for the day was
very full following summer
vacation as the year's work
was outlined. However, there
were light moments during the
meeting .when sorrors reported
on their national and interna-
tional travels, parties, civil
work, summer house guests,
etc. One of the highlights of the
meeting was the invigorating
report given by sorrors Miliken
and Bell on the 29th. Boole of
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,
Inc. which they attended in
Denver. Colo. in August. Miss
Mary E. Bond of Alpha Gam-
ma chapter on the Lane College
campus also attended.
Present at the meeting were
Sensors Ogla Baskerville, Eliza-
beth Ballard and Martha Lacy
of Humboldt; Alberta Jamison
of Dyer; L. S. Avant, Odessa
Beek, Vivian Bell, Mae Cheaira,
Eddie Clemons, Fannie Dob-
bins, Clara Hewitt, Ruby Hurt,
Onedia Lasley, Mattie Miliken,
Cronelia Shaw, Julia Sheegog,
and Dorothy Young of Jack-
son.
On the same date, the lovely
home of Miss Eva Broome in
Jackson was the setting of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
In:. This was the first meeting
solowing summer vacation for
these sorors also. Nothing
seemed lacking as Miss Broome
always proves the perfect
hostess.
Conducting the business was
Basileus Jessie L. Brooks.
Other sorors present out of the
city included Mary Lake and
Eva Dell Conley of Ripley; Hat-
tie Mae Yarbourgh of Coving-
ton; Miss Etta Sects of Mc-
Kinzie: Mrs. T. R. Hartsfield
of Milan and Nelda Williams
of Humboldt along with most
of the sorrors from Jackson.
An exciting year is in the mak-
ing for these sorors as plans,
were approved at the meet-
ing.
The various clubs have
begun to meet for the first
time during the fiscal year
which usually begins in Sep-
tember. In the delightful set-
ting of Kyles Kozy Kitchen,
members of the Semper Fidelis
Council met last Tuesday
evening as hostesses. Mrs.
Bernice Lucas, president, con-
ducted the business session,
after which a delicious menu
was served.
Members present were: Mes-
dames Juanette Beasley, Daisy
T. Shaw, Frances Stone, Ari-
menta Marsnall, Gracie Hurst,
Faye Greene, Mable B. Davis,
and Arva L. Robinson in ad-
dition to the hostesses and I
the president.
In the world of sports,
Merry High is really making
a name in the football world.
The Green Hornets have won
all games played this season,
downing Humboldt, Manassas
from Memphis and Pearl High
in Nashville. The Lane College
Dragons have not been so
fortunate with mostly a fresh-
man team but the boys are
coming along well according to
the coaches.
Two games have been play-
ed and lost with the defeats
to Kentucky State and Florida
A. & M. It is hoped that the
game against Alabama A. & M.
which was played the week-
end will have been won when
this script is read.
That is the first home game.
The next home game for the
Dragons will be this weekend,
October 5 against Mississippi
Ind. at Rothrock Stadium in
Jackson.
Awards To Be Presented During
Annual Cancer Society Meeting
A Nashville housewife and
a Columbia businessman will
receive awards as the out-
standing volunteer cancer
workers in the state at the
annual awards dinner of the
American Cancer Society, ,
Tennessee Division, to be held:
in Nashville, Oct. fr.
Mrs. Ernest Jones, Jr., Belle-.
meade Boulevard, Nashville,
and P. D. Boardman, district
manager for Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany in Columbia, have been
named recipients of the an-
nual American Cancer Society
Award. The honor is consider-
ed the most outstanding made
by the Society.
Mrs. Jones has worked as
an American Cancer Society
volunteer since 1954. Presently
she is a lay delegate from the
Tennessee Division to the
American Cancer Society, and
is the volunteer chairman for
the Tennessee Division for the
comprehensive cancer preven-
tion study being conducted
throughout the United States
by the American Cancer So-
ciety.
Boardman started as an
American Cancer Society vol-
unteer in 1953 and has served
as district and regional chair-
man, chairman of the crusade
committee, member of the Di-
vision Board and its executive
committee, chairman of the
finance committee and Divi-
sion president.
The awards dinner — to be
held at the Andrew Jackson
CURER
• quANTTry
EA SUPER I6oz. BOTTLE
SERVES 3
DOUBLE
ENJOy
COLA
Hotel — is an annual event
held in conjunction with the
annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Cancer Society, Tennessee
Division, and will be attended
by ACS volunteers from
throughout the state. Dr. B. F.
Byrd, Jr., vashville, will pre-
side as president and make
the presentations to Mrs. Jones
and Boardman.
Women's Day At
Every Church
with their 100 years of Chris-
tian service, will celebrate
Woman's Day Sunday. Oct. 6.
Mrs. Sadie N. Miller will be
guest speaker at the 11 o'clock
service. A forum will be the
highlight of the afternoon pro-
gram with Mrs. Rubye Spight
as moderator along with the
following panel members: Mrs.
Alma Starks. Mrs. Eula James,
Miss Ada Ateman, Mrs. Sadie
Elwards, Mrs. Francis Hooks
and Mrs Geneva Hayes.
The theme is: "The Great
Commandment of Love." Mrs.
Emma Torn John is mistress
of ceremonies. Dinner will be
served following the morning
worship.
Rev. P. G. Crawford. Minis-
ter; Mrs. Rosa Bell Mickens,
Cha:Irman Mrs. Mattie Moore
NU LOOK FURN,
558 E. Trigg Ave.
FIRE SALE - Slightly
Damaged Furniture &
A Appl. Must Be Sold
W14 2-2405
'THORNTON'S
DWG: UTS
COFFEE
BAPTIST LUNCHEON HOSTESSES
Mrs. William Lovette deft). Mobile: Mrs. Emma Tioodlaw,
Memphis (second from right), and Mrs. Etta McClinton
servtd as hostesses at the "Baptist World Youth
Conference Echo Luncheon" held at the Sheraton-Cleve-
land Hotel recently as a phase of the overall program of
the /lard annual session of the National Baptist Conven-
tion, USA. Inc. second from left is the Rev. C. E. Marlis.
superintendent of missions, Alabama Baptist Convention,
Birmingham. In the center is Charlene Preston of Cleve-
land. who was hostess
Officials Refuse To Give Info
On 2 Klansmen In Ala. Bombing
(United Press internationaL)
BIRMINGHAM, A I a. —
(UPI) — Two white men with
past connections with the Ku
Klux Klan were jailed for
quesioning about a series of
racial bombings including a
blast that shattered a Negro
church, killing four young
girls.
Col. Al Lingo, bad of t he
Alabama State Police, refused
to identify the suspects who
were held on an open charge
but a high city police official
said two men identified as R.
E. Chambliss. and Charles
Cagle wete being held here
for state authorities.
More than 12 hours after the
pre-dawn arrests, Lingo and
Gov. George Wallace, whose of-
fice had announced last sight
ihe arrests were imminent, re•
mained silent about the two
blaSpecis.
Under Alabama saw, they
could be held 72 hours on the
open charge.
Negro leaders Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. of Atlanta,
— 
g moon* gi oups had receivedwho had advocated a resump- said they were en route to a 
• Lincoln College here.
— 
. The college announced it However. McFadden said he
made the award to Miss Jack- had received pledges f r o m
.
lion of demonstrations in the Ku Klux Klan rally, Cagle was Named Chairman 3,000 applications.
Negro-White Tensions In U. S. Of West Tenn
Could Worsen Says U.S. Agency
By STEVEN GERSTEL
WASliiNGTON — (UPI) — The Civil Rights
Commission reported today that for the first time
there is growing hope the nation's racial problems
can be solved if there is "full mobilization of Amer-
ica's moral resources."
The Commission, in a re- in atmosphere of genuine
hopefulness. But if there is
The women of historic Avery an ongress.   ow- reason for hope, there is no 
state.
Chapel AME church, in keeping 'Apse for complacency." over against complacency. I' use 
member of the hoard ofsaid the increasingly bitter The six-member Commis- directors since 1952. Mrsbattle to end discrimination
sion is scheduled to go out Baker is secretary of the Medi-could drive Negroes and 
other year. son County Unit. As Westwhites apart, leaving a legacy
President Kennedy asked in Region chairman, she will di-of "hate, tear and distrust."
his civil rights program that rect cancer volunteer workersThe 274-page report sum-
the group be made permanent. in 21 West Tennessee counties.marized the situation with
packages, that appeaied to
contain clean shirts, were
hustled into the city jail dur-
ing the pre-dawn hours.
Lingo accompanied the two
present were Delores Scott,
Arend Taylor, Mollie Long,
Nedra Smith, Venita Thomas,
lEssie Shaw, Earnestine Gray,
charged with carrying a eon Mrs. Lillian Bowles of 852 Carrie Scott, Lillian Wolfe
coaled weapon. Hamilton st. has returned land Helen Bowen. Guests in-
The Iwo suspects, their faces home after a three-week visit cluded Ada Jackson, Louise
covered with small laundry in California visiting her Walker and Bertha Johnson.
Following the bridge competi-
tion period, first, second and
booby club prizes went to Ned-
ra, Carrie and Earnestine, re-
spectively. The same number
of guest prizes were won by
Louise, Ada and Bertha, re- as visitors from the northern
urisdiction.spectively. j
daughter and other relatives.
The first stop on her trip
was the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Elizabeth B. Morris in
Sacramento. She was entertain-
suspects to the city Jail and ed by friends of her daughter
indicated they were the only and attended services at the
two being held. Earlier hr Shiloh Baptist church. 
had said more than two men While on the West Coast,i
were being questioned. Mr. Bowles visited Oakland, Few Negroes Crack I na!! Coffee Shops
Lingo declined to elabseate,San Francisco and Los Ange-
on the arrests anti countered lea,
all questions with a terse, "No! In Los Angeles she was en'
statement." .tertained by such former
i Memphians as Mr. and Mrs.
"We're questioning them as
hard as we can," Lingo said. Willie Elrod, Mrs. Ethel Wilson
NEW ORLEANS, La.—An-
nouncement was made this
week by Dr. John G. Lewis,
for the Royal Crown Cola co.
Memphian Back
From Trip On
The West Coast
son "not only for her achieve- Peter Brennan. president of
• ment in human dignity and the Building and Construction
port to President Kennedy
d C cautioned h
these words:
"Negroes throughout the
nation have made it abun-
dantly clear that their cen-
tury-old patience with second-
class citizenship is finally at
an end.
"The Nation in turn. gives
evidence of recognizing that
the current civil rights crisis
constitutes a grave challenge.
For the first time, then, the
Commission is able to report
Co-Chairman; Mrs Georgia
Dancy, Secretary; Mrs. Hattie
Harrison, Chairman Program.
Cancer orkers greatness, but as an inspira- Trades Council, that efforts(ion to others who will fol-Vti
,,Al*
By ALFRED BAKER
A Jackson, Tenn. woman,
Mrs. Alfred Baker, has been
named 1964 West Region chair-
man of the Tennessee Division
of the American Cancer So-
ciety, announces George C.
Webb, Memphis 1964 Cancer
Crusade Chairman for the
/rISURANCES OF ALL
KINDS
LIABILITY, GOOD (4 BAD RISK
DEAN GOODMAN
R•presentative
SR 22 Filings
L2' Mohawk
Memphis 9, Tenn. Rho,' Ex 55477
NATIONWIDE. INSURANCE
CITY
OF MEMPHIS
INSPECTED
AND PASSED
EST. 20
Just Like Down On The Farm
ONE POUND
CRIBB
MILD
Ift
WHOLE HOG
Country Sausage
NET WEIGHT
PURE PORK
CONTENTS' WHOLE HOG, SALT, SLACK PEPPER, SAGE, AND POD PEPPER
J. H. CRIBBS • 28 70 STARLING PL. • MEMPHIS, TENN. • TEL. FAIRFAX 4-1229
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city unless some progress was
made toward racial peace, ar-
rived in the city to confer with
Negro leaders.
Two local Negri? leaeers,
millionaire A. G. Gaston and
attorney Arthur Shores, came
out in opposition to a renew. I
of demonstrations.
King conferred during the
afternoon with the Rev. F. L.
Shuttlesworth. a Cincinnati
pastor who heads the Birming-
ham Movement, which staged
demonstrations here last sprins
resulting in hundreds of ar-
rests.
Cbambliss, in his 50s, was
once arrested for smashing
a photographer's camera at a
Klan rally in the Birming-
ham area and was one of the'
signets ef papers to intorper-
ate a Klan group In the
1950s.
Cagle. 22, lives in a rura,
area near Birmingham. He was
one of six men attested near
Jr., of Baton Rouge, La., sov-
ereign grand commander of
the United Supreme Council,
Ancient and Accepted Scot-
tish Rite of Freemasonry,
Prince Hall Affiliation, South-
ern Jurisdiction, that the 77th
annual sessions of the organi-
' An enjoyable reunion was zation will be held in New
experienced by the members Orleans Oct. 20. 22.
and their guests. Members U. S. Appeals Judge Thur.
good Marshall, former NAACP
chief council, and grand min-
ister of state of the council,
will be the banquet speaker
on Monday, Oct. 21, and Dr.
Charles H. Wesley, president
of Central State college of
Ohio, and secretary - general
of the council, will deliver the
sermon on Sunday, Oct. 20.
Representatives from all
states south of the Mason-
Dixon Line, the area of the
council, will he present as well
said. . V
A Pentagon spokesman maids
the Defense Department was
nation" against N e g i u and , replying to Waggoner's letter/
Jewish servicemen. IAsked whether the regulation
Waggoner said that he had could be seen by newsmen,"
boon trying to pry the 
-Ern' the spokesman said, "I arn
barrassirg" document front the chocking on that."
Pentagon for the past two
"I can well understand the"m oHnet hisd.
embarrassment
in question as appendix M oil... . I understand the docu-S:
identified the document ,  my r e q u e stslias caused, Waggoner 
ci
Air Force Manual 35.1 IL. He Iment in question may be un-
said it outlines a policy of clerizoing a hasty revision."
i"snho allowingtmem ber. 
of its.
egro 
Air
rd 
Force agreed not to station Jewish
-
il
The Air Force at one time .
to too sent to certain nations.' i servicemen in Saudi Arabia,
Waggoner, a foe of Presi- i where the United States has.,
dent Kennedy's Civil Rights ,'a base, but officials reported;
legislation, said this was 
"°'t 1 t
some
ioi1 wastimneo laogiol g etrh i ns
fporoceh.ibi-
complete variance" with Pen- I
tagon talk of 'equality' of
treatment for Negroes. (Its' To Hold"We cannot j us 1 i f y
policy in effect at home, an,i 77th Session
('age 9
-
Air Force Bias Against Negroes, it
Jews, Is Charged By Democrat
X
IA'ASHINGTON — in effett abtoad," he
Rep. Joe D. Waggoner, Jr.,
D.-La., says the Air Force has
an official policy of "discrimi-
First Fall Affair
For Entre Nous
The colorful Roaring Twen-
ties Supper Club was the set-
ting for the meeting of Entre
Noun Bridge club, Saturday,
Sept. 21, with Mrs. Lillian
Wolfe as hostess. The meeting
marked the first following a
three month's vacation.
While Trade Unions
NEW YORK --- (UPI) — Des-
pite a Summer of demonstra-
tions and intensive efforts by
city officials, few or i no Ne-
"That's something you can't l an r" ' groes and Puerto Ricans have
rush " been admitted into the city's
building trade unions, accord-He indicated others had Nnyi s Doctor mg to the acting commissionerbeen questioned a bout the "'
,of labor.lambings during the night.
Rewards totaling nearly PCs. Mahalia, Please J m s J. McFadden, the
I 1 • ft ed • the 'commissioner, spoke on a ra-
Sex ileviate Dens
TOKYO — (UPI) — The
Japan Public Safety Commis-
sion said that the country's
8,000 all-night coffee shops are
hangouts for juvenile de-
linquents and recommended
that they be closed.
Don't Cut Corns
bombing of the 16th Street ItapJ LINCOLN, Ill. _ Calluses Warts_ Program, "Let's Find Out."Tuscaloosa, Ala., last June 8, 000 nit been o er in
e by the city to recruit con- 
9
racial integration at the Uni- list 
Church. including $5,000 r1 Gospel Singer Mahalia Jack- d •
son received an honorary de- Use New Magic Rub Off
three days prior to the first !
versity of Alabama.  Police put up by 
Wallace.
ree in Humane Letters at
He noted that 20 offices open
st suet ion apprentices from
. Thousands of muff  front laming corns,
Calluses, and tommon warts now report
astonishing results with an amazing new
formulation that rubs them off painlessly
and Safely without danger of infection from '
muting, acids or •hrativet. S  it
wonder•working medicated creme celled
DEFIMA.SOFT that wirens and dissolves,
those tormenting, hard to remove growths
so that they rub right off, leaving skin silky
smooth and soh. So don't aulfer anoehec
minute. Get DETTMA•SOFTat all druggists,would be made to take in
Ni.ri.oc, ;Ind Puerto
Mother's & father's
This is a day of Preparation Future for that child
who's trying to better their Future
ORDER THIS BARGAIN!
ACT NOW—Call 452-7481
NO MONEY DOWN41111 111PW
3-DAY SPECIAL
Hurry On This One — No Money Down — 1st Payment Nov. 1st
Automatic Pushbutton lig-lag
Call
or
Write
Fer Free
Home
Demonstration
Complete
Price
With
Cabinet
ss ith Swinging Needle!
NO CAMS! NO DISCS!
Does all this and more
WITHOUT ATTACHMENTS
Make, Sews on Monograms
Buttonholes Buttons
Zig Zog
Overcast
Seams
Saws Forward
and Reverse
This is a Bargain
you can't MISS
1st payment Nov. 1st
KEE'S PFAFF SEWING CENTER
PH. 452-74811 Open Monday Until 9 I 3436 SUMMER
2229 Lamar 3804 Park Ave.
DEFENDER
DONALD DUCK
..EIR.-1.1CANKLY, SON,
I DON'T 'THINK THERE'D
DE MUCH DEMAND FOR
A CATFJ6H TRAP!
Hmm! WHAT'S
AN OLD CONE
DOING IN OUR'
GARDEN?
AND WHAT'S
THAT SPOT?
LOOKS LIKE
esL000!
-•._ k
44. inTz'srlir
mon 
THE CISCO KID
HENRY
POPEYL
I'D BETTER ANALYZE THIS...
WE NAY BE DEALING WITH
FOUL PLAY!
YOU...
M-MEAN
M-M-MURDER?
• • •
OH, THIS wiLL RuIN ME! IM
NEW HERE, AND THE FIRST
THING THAT HAPPENS IS A
PAYROLL RC:188ERYI
surrrArriForrArrAr•••00.4.
••
N • - •
171Pli
.$)
AIE
PucK
9-27
-e
WHAT'S THE SPOT?
0-DOES IT MEAN
FOUL P-PLAY?
YES, SON,
IT DOES
SErioR RAvENSwOOD, THIS IS NOT THE
ONLY TIME A STAGE HAS EVER SEEN
HELD UP! I SuGsesT WE REPORT IT -TO
THE TOWN MARSHAL'
THEY WERE STANDING, Cc"
RIGHT' HERE AND..
POOF!THEY WERE
g 
-GoNE.!
vs,
I SAw WHAT
HAPPENED!
THE (SROUND OPENED
UP AND SWALLOWED
THEM!!
741
„)t
I KNEW BETTY BEASKy
WAS A siDY! you DON'T
TAKE A YELLOW
UNDERGRoLIND
IF YOUR INTENTIONS)
h ARE GOOD!
I WON'T STAND FOR IT!!
NO SNEAKY BLONDE SPY IS QOING
TRAVELING THROuGH DARK
TUNNELS WITH MY SAILOR BOY!
—
j.)'THANKS A MILLION/
WHEREVER DID VDU
FIND SUCH A DIVINELY
CHIC HAT?
.CL.FOWL PLAY: IT WAS
MOTHER SAYLOR'S
CHICKEN BAR-B-Q
SAUCE!
•
9-2 p r%kiw 
TOO BAD! CANT- ARREST THE FELLER
IF I DONT KNCW WHAT HE LOOKS
LIKE, CAN I ?.-•,OUR MOVE,
BILLY;
'IOU KNOW HOW DAMP
AND UNHEALTHY
TUNNELS ARE!
POPEYE WILL CATOA
PNEuMONIAL!...7'
hasy y
I HAS NEVER GONE
UN'ERGRoUND aroRE
TO MEET A GiRiZc.
PAPPY! 
MY CHIEF
I MEAN DADDY 'SPENT
MILLIONS BUILDIA1a
THIS HIDE OUT--. 
--ER--IMEAN MOME--
UNI,PGROUND!
College Grad Seeking,
Decent, Lovable Girl
Dear Madam Chante:
Is there such a thing as a
sincere pen pal?
I am 34 years of age, 5 feet
10 inches tall, tan complex-
ioned, a college graduate and
a business administration ex-
ecutive.
I have all my teeth, and still
can't find a decent, lovable
girl.
She doesn't have to be a
"Miss America" - just a kind
understanding woman not too
old, not too thin, but all fe-
male.
Every letter will be an-
swered.
A. Barry
4833 S. Calumet Ave.
Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
I am a widow 46 years of
age, 5 feet 2 inches tall and
weigh 136 pounds. I am con-
siderate, broadminded and
have a nice personality and
jolly disposition.
I would like to meet some-
one that would appreciate a
real woman. I do not have
time for foolishness, so if not
sincere, please don't waste
your time or mine.
I don't care to hear from
any bums, drunks or those
with low minds. Color doesn't
matter. Please send photo.
Mrs. A. N. Toliner
4806 S. Princeton
Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
I would like to correspond
I (Continued From Page 17)
with a good, young Man who
does not gamble or drink. He
must be a Christian and love
to go to church. He must be
sincere.
I am a Christian young
lady, 18 years of age, 5 feet
5 inches tall and weigh 145
pounds. I do not drink or
smoke.
Beatrice Smith
27 Delamere ave.
Kingston 13, Jamaica
• • .
Dear Madam Chanter
I am seeking a mate-not
pen pals. He must be saved for
I lead a Christian life. Age or
race does not matter.
I am 40 years of age, 5 feet
three inches tall and weigh!
160 pounds. I am light brown
complected and considered
nice looking, but only the
heart counts with me. I am
a divorcee, have a daughter
eight years old and am buy-
ing my own home.
No bloaters or alcoholics
need answer, only serious
minded people.
Evangelist J. E.
1923 Sugar Grove ave.
Indianapolis, Ind.
• • *
Dear Madam Chante:
I would like to hear from a
nice Christian gentler,7.2:, Ut-
tween the ages ot 30 and 70.
I am of dark complexion,
5 feet 5 inches tall and weigh
BRICK BRADFORD
ALL OF THE
SoLDIER5 WHO
wITNE5,5E2 THE
INCIDENT ON The
PLAIN OF F1.IAR
WILL BE BROUGHT
BEFORE Ycx.1!
SCIOPIFIP THI-9 P7-11111.3 aME4A/W,4ll..E...
TRICK 'Yer ADD PREVTIGE
TO THE NAME OF MY
BROTHER GERLOX,... I
rwl-z. MAKE' EVERY
CON5A2/RATOR
Sizicx SaiNGs 77,e 77415-72,,o IA/ hzwovee
7N0 p4,4/A, 0 PAIAR", 7fy•EiVAIX-60WG T.MG
F,eqsmL.G.44,WG •HHC04/ M" 4/V77Z--
ETTA KETT
IT LL BE A 5W151-4y.
DANCE.' OUR WHOLE
CLASS VOTED
TO MAKE IT )
FOR.m AL .1)--
_-<ji
\oar
Ct.
—
PROMISE./- NO
SNEAKING our
TO WOQK ON
'JOUR CAR
SECRET AGENT XS
OKAY!
MOM'S ON THE
PHONE.' -SHE
WONT BE BACK
UNT,L MONDAY!
Ofsarrned, anti With Phil dosing
Aggonc darts int0 the emergency Stairlaag..
DA AFRAID /CU
HAW WOMAN,
AND IF THE
l'4150•BR 105 A
FINAL-SMOKE
GLAMOR GIRLS
C Ks OWN., W 1.1 er.1 trot. rmrvan
"Back-to-sehoo' othes, and HURRY!"
130 pounds. I have black hair
and brown eyes. I will answer,
all letters.
E. D. McLeod
100 Waltham rd.
Kingston 11, Jamaica
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
I am interested in corre-
sponding with female pen--
pals, any color, with no bad
habits and a good education.
She should be a non-drinker.
I am 26 years of age and a
civil servant in good service.
I would be very grateful for
a reply.
Roberto Williams
AWAICEN'
ISIZ.tc..K!
ad.
LET NIE HAVE
MY WHITE
GLOVES our -;=-1 1, EEEKe
OF YOUR
POCKET
c/o Electricity Dept.
St. Mary's at.
St. Johns, Antigua, W.I.
• • •
Dear Madam Chanter
I am a Filippino lady in my
forties who would like to
meet a nice man from my
country. I am neat and con-
sidered nice looking. I am
very lonely for my country-
men.
Miss Yolanda Carbone
General Delivery
Chicago, Ill.
WEL-L. MAKE A
FEW PASSES OVER.
THE AREA,HaPDY!
THEN WE'LL- DROP
THE PRINCE INTO THE
PALACE couar-
'YARD!
iT MUST BE THE
AIR-CIARoT OF THE
GOD'S' THEY ARE
PCETURNNG PRINCE
GEraLog...L DARE
NOT tooK! IT MAY
37R/.4 5m6 suNal
GEE,WE. MISSYOU.'
HOUSE /SW"
THE SAME
WIT
-tour
YOU!!
MAKE ITA GOOD
SHOW,EH,BRICK.V
ALL We HAVE TO
DO IS LOCATE THE
PALACE!
y•PONT BE A FOOL! THIS15 SOME SORT OF TRICK
I HAVE SEEN THE COURT
MAGICIAN MAKE SA•ALL.
aAGS FILLED WIT}, HOT
AIR Ri5E ANC. FLOAT IN
THIS MANNER! PIPS
/G. P•KE WORK' °PAW*
OEKCiffiTFLE. SROYA•Se
I'M SOR
FORGOT I HAD
A COUPLE OF OLD
SPARK PLUGS
IN THERE
SHE'S NOT
KIDDING.'
LOCKED YOU OUT, EH,TANYA
sotnms pear, BABY IVO VONT
6ET AIDC14 Flom A MAXI-LEW
CIGARETTE ....6u1 I MICIrfr !
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SPORTS 
-'North Carolina Tames TSU Tigers Before 2,000 Rain-Soaked Fans
•
•
•
crown of Willie Pastrano, T
ougaloo Gradgaseous Cassius has none otherthan Sonny Liston waiting for
him at the crossroads.
Moore indicated his respect At Emory Forfor Liston but wouldn't out-
wardly predict that the heavy-
weight better would dispose Pt in Internship
of "the greatest."
Verna J. Brown, Tougaloa
physically strong, and is en- Southern Christian College
dowed with an enormous
amount of strength to win,"
Archie pointed out.
Asked to cdmment on
whether Clay was being tact-
ful with his statements to the
press. . ." He (Clay) is the
maker of some most tactless
statements," exclaims Moore.
Moore hastily pointed out,
however, that Clay's vociferous-
ness is no ballyhoo, but how
he dreams.
Many think time is the ulti- school facilities.
mate if Clay is really to defeat Under the internship stu-
the brutal Liston. Moore says, dents teach fulltime one se-
"Time can be an ally to a mester.
1.111111S1•11••11111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111••11111110
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•
Defection
Father Bertrand High School Coach Porter
• and his star half-back, John "Twiffy"
• 8 A.M.-6 P.M.
• 
• Arnold. with heads bowed, they walk
from the field where Melrose edged out
•
thru
•
Friday 
•▪ Grambling Boots Alcorn 40-23
• • LOHMAN, Miss., — (Spe-
•
Plow•••••••••■••■•••marismamiumwa
HORIZON
1 11111111.1111111111111.1By BILL LITTLE
ARCHIE MOORE HERE
Ancient Archie Moore was
in town recently, and like the
earlier trips by his counter-
parts Joe Walcott and Ezzard
Charles, served as referee in
the main event of the weekly
Monday night wrestling pro-
gram at the Amphitheater.
Moore, the Satchel Paige of
bpxing, barely escaped with his
scalp in the wild tag team
windup. The veteran of 236
ring battles, 136 in which Moore
scored knockouts, sprained his
ankle in a slugging match with
the losers and limped to the
dressing room.
GOOD FOR BOXING
On the subject of Cassius
Clay, the former light heavy-
weight champ says the "Louis-
ville Lip" is good for boxing.
"Boxing is like show business,
the more you talk about it,
the more it's on the people's
mind," beamed Moore. He's not
a product of the build up. The
latter reference reflects on
Clay's winning the 1960 Olym-
pic title and numerous Golden
Gloves championship before
turning pro.
"Clay is great property. Time
will me/low him; he could
perhaps, in time be as great as
he thinks he is," Moore said.
LISTON AT CROSSROADS
According to Moore, staying
in shape as a wrestling of-
ficial while he campaigns for
a shot at the light heavy
man. al,0 it van be destruc
tive."
NOTE TO PASTRANO
Old Archie, neglected for
years before he got his crack
at the light heavyweight title.
as near as the record books
will show, he is in the vicinty
of 50 years of age.
Despite his age, Moore]
wants another shot at the I
championship belt he was strip-
ped of by "a devious mandate
handed down by an assortment
of boxing commissions when I
refused to fight Harold John-
son wheal I had defeated four
of five times."
Now a resident of San Diego,
Cal., Moore claims that Pas-
trano is neither a hitter or
mixer and is a detriment to
boxing. Based on his ability
to draw crowds, Moore de-
mands that the fast stepping
Pastrano meet him in a title
match.
DIET SECRET AVAILABLE
For years, Moore has amazed
the boxing world with his
ability to diet and reduce to
meet the 175 pound limit for
the light heavyweight division.
The cagy pugilist, when prod-
ded by onlookers about his
diet secrets, announced they
could be had for a profit.
Jack Richardson, brother of
Archie's first manager, and an
old friend Dr. H. H. Johnson,
dropped by to say hello to the
graying Moore.
iListon has killer instinct, s
CAR WASH
 $ 1
Sat. Opon 8 A.M. to 6 P M.
Sat. or Sun. $1.25 
• 
Monday 
Sun. Open 8 A.M. to 2 PM.
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic
By EARL S. CLANTON, III
NASHVILLE—A steady rain
hampered Tennessee State's
Tiger's revamped offense as
the North Carolina Aggies nip-
ped the Tigers 20 to 18 before
2,000 wet fans who braved the
weather to watch Tennessee
State's first game of the season
in W. J. Hale stadium last
Saturday night.
Despite the two touchdown
effort of Tiger halfback Flet-
cher Smith, Coach Bert PIA-
'totes Aggies opened the scor-
ing with' 8:55 remaining in
SEMI
the first period as Ron Francis
grabbed Cornell Gordon's 22-
yard pass in the end zone.
A wild fourth down snap
that sailed over Big Blue
punter Bill Reed's head was
downed on Tennessee's 12.
Halfback Ron Hart lost 10, and
wo plays later Quarterback
3ordon hit Francis standing
on paydirt.
TWO PASSES
Coach John A Merritt's
chargers fired back and march-
ed 64 yards in 14 plays to
take the lead 8 to 7 with 2:23
PRO BASEBALL WINNERS
Semi pro baseball winners were presented trophies dtiring
the last social affair of the season, held at Club hands,
Sept. 13. Receiving the awards for their trams were: left-
right: Leonard Draper of the Federal Compress Blues.
first half champions In Division IV; Willie Gamle of the
Magnolia Eagles, Division champs; James Cox, of the
Memphis Lions, winners in the first half of Division 1;
graduate, is among 26 students
enrolled in the first Intern-
ship Master of Arts in Teach-
ing Program at Emory uni-
versity in Atlanta, Ga.
Ernory is one of fiVe south-
ern institutions withi such a
program supported by grants
from the Ford Foundation.
This is part of a nationwide
experiment to recruit and
train outstanding students for
the nation's college and high
********************
VALUE *
:
* IN CLEAN USED *
I CARS )1
KITTLE *
* Pontiac **
2580 Summer Ave. Z,
4(aar '63 Grand Prix
It '63 Tempest
LeMans
ji '62 Bonneville
!" Convertible
'61 Bonneville
Convertible
* •'62 Dodge 440
* '61 Buick Sta.
Wagon
'60 Starchief Sd.
'59 Mercury Sed.
'59 Catalina Sed.
159 Ford Galaxie
500
'58 Custom Ford
'57 Pontiac Sed.
*'
'62 Chev. Impala 
'62 Tempest Sed. *I
'62 Bonneville *
Coupe
'61 Catalina *
Convertible *
'62 Rambler Cus.
'60 Buick Elec. *
225
'60 Catalina Sed. *
'59 Bonneville *
Convertible *
*1
'59 Chev. Impala *
'59 Pontiac Wgn.
'58 Chev. Sedan *
'58 Olds 88 Sed. *
50 Other Cars To
Choose From $150.00 Up
GMAC and Bank Financing
Open Till Nine
FA 7.8464
4(*******************
of defeat Is the companoin of
cial) — A powerful Grambl-
ing team sparked by the
spectacular running of full-
back Henry Dyer and half-
back Nemiah Wilson romped
to a 40-23 victory oser Alcorn
in an exciting Southwestern
Conference contest.
The Tigers went on a scor-
ing rampage. Ron Penning- and chalked up 20 points.
ton tossed for an 11 yard TD.
Anderson Cheffin raced 49
yards for the second tally.
Lawrence Hunter hit Griffin
with an 11 yard pass for a
touch down and fullback
Henry Dyer raced 75 yards for
a score and at half time the
Tigers led the Braves 26-3.
The Alcorn Braves stormed
back in the fourth quarter,
Used Cars
OAKLEY FORD COMPANY
BIG FORD SUPERMARKET
All New & Used Cars Must Be Sold
'62 FORD CONY, '56 DeSOTO
Sharp $2395 2 Door $195
'56 OLDS 4 DOOR
Nice $495
'60 CHEV. CONY.
Sharp $1495
'59 FORD GAL. 4 Dr.
Sharp $1195
'61 T. BIRD
Fact. Air. Like New
$2795
'57 DODGE
2 Door H. Top
Clean $795
'63 M.G. CONY.
Sharp $1895
'53 OLDS
2 Door $195
'59 FORD
4 Door $695
'62 XH CONY.
Big Eng. & 4 In Floor
Only _ __$2195
'57 FORD
Eel. H. Top $995
'62 CHEV.
CORVAIR WAGON
Sharp $1595
'58 FORD ST -WAG.
Nice $695
'59 FORD
2 Door H. Top
Sharp $1195
'60 CHEY. IMP. 4 Dr.
Sharp $1295
'60 FORD 4 Door
Red & White $1095
'59 FORD
F100 PICKUP
Clean $995
Liberal Financing - Low Payment
1048 Union Avenue BR 2-3431
Ammumw•mw.mw. 
.1 oho Robinson. Light Gas And Water champions of DM-
sion )11; President Jobnson Saulsberry, Limo Patterson,
Division IV champions: and Memphis Semi Pro Leagues
1963 winners Is receiving the award from Hosea Alex-
ander. Z. P. Pittman of Division 1 winners Is manager of
the Flamingo Carriers who were defeated by the Klondito
Angels for the league Title.
Bertrand 18 to 13. This is Bertrand's
second defeat of the season. Arnold scored
one of the two touch-downs made in the
game. In the background is Coach Lester
Snell.
Senior quartet back Fred
Davis hit Joe Robinson with
touch down passes of 20 and
89 yards and a 33 yard pass
to Smith Reed was good for
a Brave marker.
Nemiah Wilson raced 100
yards on a kickoff return.
League
Standings
TEAM
Melrose
Washington
Manassas
Douglass
Bertrand
Lester
Carver
W. 'L. T. PCT.
3 0 0 1.000
2 1 0 .667
2 1 0 .667
2 1 0 667
3 0 .125
0 1 1 .0o0
o 0 2 .000
LEADING SCORERS
Player Team TD's PAT T't1
Jones, P. Doug. 5 1 31
Webb, R. Man. 5 1 31
Reed, 0. BTW 5 0 30
Ward, J. Mel. 4 0 24 '
Chaffin, H. Man. 3 2 20
Hall, J. Bert. 2 0 12
Porter. BTW 2 0 /2
JUNIOR HIGH SCORES
Melrose 20
Douglass 6
Lincoln 14
Hamilton o
Porter 27
Lester
Corry 22
Ma , 13
left in the first stanza. Senior
quarter back kept the drive
alive rifling two, first down
passes to flankerback Willie
Mitchell to move the ball to
A&T's 13.
Smith ripped off a first down
to the 8 and the fullback
bulled his way to the one.
Smith skirted end for the
touchdown and repeated the
play for a two-point conver-
sion.
Odell Swift, a Memphis-
born end, made it 10 to 7 for
State with a bone-crushing
tackle on Bill Bristow in his
own end zone for a two-point
safety opening the second stan-
za.
LEAD AT HALF
Late in the second period
the Aggie's Gordon engineered
an 89-yard 8-play drive that
was kept alive with a 15-yard
penalty and a 94-yard sprint
by Hart to lead the Big Blues
13 to 10 at intermission.
Hart's 44. yard dash moved
the ball to Tennessee's 10,
where Cliff Matthews bolted
over from the five in two plays.
Halfway the third period, Mat-
thews took a punt on his won
35 and latteraled to Gordon
at the 45, Gordon outraced the
field 55 yards to put A&T out
front 20 to 10 with 9:06 left
GET MORE PAY — LEARN A TRADE!
START TRAINING NOW IN RADIO-TV REPAIR
AIR CONDITIONING — ELECTRONICS
Call or write for details
KIEEGAN SCI1001,
(Now under new management)
.144 BEALE JA6-8052
in the third period.
With game time running
out, Tennessee State and
Maurice McDonald recovered
an Aggie fumble on the North
Carolina 24. Boone fired an
aerial intended for Bill Tucker
and got a pass interference
that moved the west pigskin
to the one. Halfback Smith
raced in with his second touch-
down and second extra point
of the evening.
LEADING GROUND-GAINER
A&T's fleet - footed Hart
waltzed off with ground gain-
ing honors, eating up 55 mud-
slipping yards in six carries.
Suffering their first loss of
the season, the Merrittmen
are 1-1 on the season and face
the Grambling eleven at home
next Saturday.
STATISTICS
TSU AkT
First Downs 9 7
Net rushing
yardage 40 136
Passing yardage 105 27
Passes 18 4
Passes completed 6 2
Passes
intercepted by 0 0
Punting average 0136 (6)23
Fumbles lost 2 3
Yards penalized 50 115
Tennessee State 8 2 0 11-10
North Carolina 7 6 7 0-20
Californian Stops To
Cool Heels And Wheels
On Trip To Atlanta
When Will Wright of Palm
Springs, Calif., wheeled up
to the Tri-State Defender
office on his bicycle last
Thrusday, the speedometer re-
gistered 3,097 miles.
Before he gets back home
in about seven more weeks,
he expects to have registered
about 10,000 miles.
Wright, a supervisor of the
shower rooms at a health spa
in Palm Springs, is an ardent
believer in physical culture,
and a disciple of the late
Barnar McFadden, the pub-
lisher.
"I met him back in the
days of the depression when
I went to New York," he said,
"and he gave me some point-
ers on physical fitness."
Before returning to Cali-
fornia, Wright plans to stop
in at the White House and
give President Kennedy a
few pointer0 on how to get
his back in top shape.
HIKES 100 MILES
Wright said he took ex-
ercises to get himself in top
form for the ride to Atlanta,
Washington, D. C., New York
City and back to California.
He took all kinds of exercises,
he said, and went on 100-
miles-a-day hikes. During the
five weeks that he has been
pedaling east, the sun has
given him a walnut stain
complexion.
One hazard he faces during
the trips, he said, is the
motorists who strongly resent
a cyclits using the highway
and-attempt to bruAi them
off.
"On this trip," he recalled,
"I have been run off the high-
way some 12 times. Not only
do they try to brush you off
with the car, but they throw
things at you."
A bachelor and a vegeta-
rian, Wright said he has very
few expenses while on the
road.
"I eat nuts and drink fruit
juices. Whenever I don't feel
well," he said, "I go on a
fast, and that gives my body
time to heal itself. I never
bother with doctors."
Wright usually wheels
through Alabama and Missis-
sippi on shortcuts from Mem-
phis to Atlanta, but racial
incidents in those states have
forced him to change his
route.
"I am going to enter Georgia
near Chattanooga," he added,
"because I might be consider-
ed fair game on my bike."
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2151 CENTRAL AT COOPER IR 4.7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
LARGE PARKI.NG .•110;..1
"STOP --AND SHOP AT CENTRAL"
Grade Cars
From
A & W Motor Company
2854 Park Avenue
Phone 458-8322
1960 Ply. Sharp Cony. Fury, P.B., P.S..
2 Dr. Autom. Trans. 
 
$ 995
1957 Ford, 2 Dr. Autom. Trans.  $ 395
1958 Chev. 4 Dr., F. P., & Air Cond. 
 $ 750
1959 Galaxie Ford, 2 Dr. Sire. S.,
& Air Cond. 
 
$ 595
1958 Pont. 2 Dr., F. P.. & Air Cond.  $ 695
LOOK: LOOK: LOOK!
PARK AVENUE BARGAINS IN
TENNESSEE
A HONEY
1963 Studebaker Autom. Trans. Sharp .. $ 995
1959 Mercury, 4 Dr. Sir. Shift 
 
$ 495
1959 Chev. Wagon, Power Storm $ 795
1960 T. Bird, F. P.. Air, Like New  $1795
1954 Olds., 4 Dr., Full Power 
1958 Ford, 4 Dr.
Automatic Trans. 
THIS FIT the DOCKET
$ 300
S 01953 Ramblar 2 Dr. Runs Like New . $ S150
WE HAVE YOUR DEAL
Open 8:00 a.m. Iii 10:00 p.m.
THE COLLECTOR'S DEN
Memphis 1st Gun and Coin Shop
903 South Cooper St.
276-7571
We buy: Guns - all types, old, new any
condition, also parts. U. S. and Foreign
Coins; Gold Coins; Swords; War Relics.
Expert Gunsmithing - Re-building and Nickling
See Us Before Buying - Trading - Selling
5 SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE ;1...
t-; LOOK! LOOK! -71
1961 CHRYS. 2 Dr.,
R.H., Air Con. . . . . . )169577
1959 CHEV. Impala 2 Dr., seffir i711
H.T., R.H. Sharp 
 1373711
1958 FORD Retractable 2 Dr.,
R.H., Black & Pretty $1 1951-
"MI
mow
RAMBLER
21S-1-2516 Poplar CL S.M.() vi
Mid-South's Largesf Used Car Mart
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE
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Thunderbolts Shocked By Golden
Wildcats, League's Top Teem
If you thought you sty,
mushroom clouds billownig
firm Melrose Stadium last
Wleek - don't be ala,.ned, t.te,e
weren't any atomic tests in
Progress. . .but hen the dust
had cleored. In al outbali fare
went away in such intrigue
that their gray matter stopped
functioning properly after two
upsets and one near miss in
another, after three league en-
counters had been unreeled.
CHAMPS KNOCKED OFF
Melrose avoided the shock
troops of Father Bertrand by
nosing out the Thunderbolts
18-13, but not before having to
snuff out two Bertrand threats
late in the game to remain
the league's only undefeated
team.
Carver, given the nod, as the
eleven m.st likely to dethrone
Booker T. Washington, lost its
second straight league game
when the Cobras were jolted
37-13, by a Manassas team
that seems to mellow with
each game since that disastrous
opener with Melrose.
The biggest reversal of them
all came in the finale of the
weekly three-night prep pro-
gram when underdog Douglass
played spoilers for the second
year in a row. The Red Devils
couldn't have played the role
better in ramming across a
last minute touchdown to up-
set the once proud Warriors,
19-12.
The game was marred by
numerous fumbles, mostly by
the Warriors. A bobble late in
the fourth quarter led to the
winning touchdown. With the
score tied 12-12, the Warriors
had just headed off a Douglass
drive on its 10 yard line, by
recovering a fumble. Before
the Warriors could get their
breaths back, Douglass had
pounced on a loose ball a few
plays later to gain possession
31 yards from paydirt.
Percy Jones, a surehanded
thief of enemy passes, who ran
his second one of the season
back for a 36 yard touchdown
to give Douglass a 6-0 first
quarter lead, carried the ball
to the one, on three attempts.
Walter Winfrey sneaked across
to set off bedlam among the
Douglass rooters. Winfrey's
conversion pass to William
Mask, assured Douglass of at
least a tie with just 51 seconds
left in the game.
Washington never was oot
front in the game, having to
fight to tie the score 6-6 at the
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems -
With a Small. Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx
Cosh Yo.
Get- eey,eets
$ 500.00 S 12.90
SI,000.00 S 23.70
$1,500.00 S 34.50
52,000.00 S 45.50
$2,500.00 S 56.20
$5,000.00 5110.52
Be Wiser Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS A DAY
A's Better to
Borrow At 3 Bank-
half on a 11-yard pass from
Ronald Ester to Melvin Por-
ter. Douglass regained the
lead at 9:05 of the third quar-
ter when Jones skirted leftend
for 10-yards arid the touch-
down.
Charles Little, one of four
quarterbacks used by Coach
Charles Lomax in an effort
to get the Warriors, offense
rolling, culminated a 71-yard
march by sneaking across the
goal from the one yard line
to knot the score. The Warrior
defeat was a bitter one for
Lomax, for the game fell on
his birthday.
MELROSE ON TOP
It's a long time from Novem-
ber to September. That's how
long it has taken Melrose to
emerge from the humiliation
of a winless last place finish
in 1962, to stand tall among
its tormentors with a 3-0 rec-
ord to date and forge ahead
as favorites to make the long
leap from the cellar to a pen-
nant winner in an unpredic-
table Prep League.
Two scores by Jimmy Ward,
one after recovery of a Ber-
trand fumble on the six and
another on a fine catch of a
21-yard pass, and an 82-yard
touchdown streak by fleet foot-
ed Willie Dawson with a
kickoff, enabled the Golden
Wildcats to come from behind
to nail upset-minded Bertrand.
18-13.
The hard fought contest was
a mixture of long runs and
dogged defensive stands when
needed. A hard charging Ber-
trand line in the third quarter,
forced Melrose to give up the
ball deep in its own territory.
A few plays later, William
Elmore skirted end from the
eight to give Bertrand a 13-12
edge. An Elmore pass, good
for 18 yards to Johnny Arnold,
and Jimmy Jackson's extra
point, accounted for Bertrand's
first half offensive efforts.
STAGED AIR BATTLE
Manassas has become the
Cinderella team of the league
after a surprisingly convincing
37-13 triumph over favored
Carver. In the most air-minded
game of the season, the Tigers
struck quickly and had the
Cobras facing a 19-0 halftime
deficit. The same pattern pre-
vailed the last half which
found Manassas adding two
TD's in the third period and
closing out with a single six-
-inter.
Halfback Raymond Webb
caught three passes and scoop-
ed up a teammate's fumble on
Carver's six-yard line to lead
all scorers with 19 points. One
of the passes was for an extra
point. Houston Chaffin, Joe
Mabon and Miller scored once
each, to round out the Tigers'
point total.
The two teams threw a total
of 48 passes, the higheA (".)111 -
Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars
From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871
baled aggregate of the year.
Carver's Bob Jones hit on 10
of 26 tries, two for the Cobra's
TD's to Raymond Jones and
Gus Heath, Joe Wiley kicked
the point after the second mar-
ker.
Wesley Mitchell completed
nine of 18 for Manassas and
two touchdowns. Miller was on
target with three of four
aerials thrown after hand offs
to him. Miller's first attempt
went for a 23-yard touchdown
to Webb.
In a non-league game, Lester
was held to a 13-13 standoff
with second year Mitchell
Road.
Dodgers' Speed Could Whip Yanks; Bete:Ise Is Weill Series Key
By FRED DOWN
NEW YORK - (UPI) - The
Dodgers' speed probably would
enable them to defeat the
Yankees in a track and field
meet but the name of the game
in world series baseball is
defense.
And Yankee defense is
Manager Ralph Houk's pride
Tand by whereas Dodgers de-
in which the rival managers(
handle their teams on the field'
tend to support them.
The Yankee's fielding per-
centage is between seven and
eight percentage points higher
than the Dodger percentage.
The Yankees have made 35
more double plays and corn-
tense is manager Walt Alston's om Davismost serious problem.
Some experts say the 1963
Yankees are the best defensive
team in American League
history. The same observers
claim the 1963 Dodgers have
one of the poorest defensive
teams ever to win a National
League pennant.
These are harsh judgements
but-statistics and tits manner
Warring Promoters Announce
Fight Plans For 3 Champs
LONDON - (UPI) - In
the promotional war between
Jack Solomons and Harry
Levene of London, plans have
been announced for fights in
Britain by World Champions
Emile Griffith, Carlos Ortiz
and Eder Jofre.
Solomons said he plans to
have Lightweight Champion
Ortiz of New York and Ban-
tam ruler Jofre of Brazil meet
good opponents in non-title
bouts on his Oct. 22 fight-show
at Wembley's indoor arena.
Promoter Levene's match-
maker, Mickey Duff, announc-
ed that Welterweight Cham-
pion Griffith of New York has
agreed to make three fights in
Britain, including perhaps a
title bout at London.
Duff said the first Griffith
fight would be in late October
or early November and the
second would be about four
weeks later. Griffith would
then return to New York and
come back to London in about
eight weeks. He said British
Empire Welterweight Cham-
pion Brian Curvi. of Wales
might be the cit.illenger for
Griffith's title.
In New York, Griffith's co-
manager Howard Albert said
negotiations h ad been pro-
proceeding "amiably" for Grif-
fith to make two non-title
fights in Great Britain for
Levene and matchmaker Duff,
but that nothing had been
done about a Britain title de-
fense. Albert stressed that
Griffith is most desirous of
getting a shot at Dick Tiger's
World Middleweight crown.
Meanwhile Griffith is fighting
middle-weight contender Jose
Gonzalez at San Juan, P. R.,
Saturday night, in a non-title
bout.
Ford Road School
Parents' Confab
The Parents' Conference on
Reading Problems at Ford
Road school has planned a
kick-off meeting for the sec-
ond year of reading programs
for Wednesday, Oct. 2 in the
school's cafetorium from 9 to
11 am., announces the PTA
President, Mrs. Mary Ann
Wrushem.
Mrs, Charlene Dandridge is
chairman of the reading and
library services; Mrs. Bertha
F. Johnson is director of re-
search in reading problems
and Isaiah Goodrich is prin-
cipal.
MOTHER
CHRISTIAN
IS BACK FROM JERUSALEM, THE LAND OF
MIRACLES. MOTHER CHRISTIAN HAS HELPED
MANY IN THIS TRI-STATE AREA AND GUAR-
ANTEES TO HELP YOU, FOR WHATEVER
YOUR PROBLEM MAY BE, SUCH AS LOVE,
MARRIAGE, COURTSHIP, BUSINESS.
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN YOUR HOME, SHE
REMOVES EVIL INFLUENCE, BAD LUCK,
RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR EYES. MOTHER
CHRISTIAN IS A GOD GIFTED RELIGIOUS
INDIAN WOMAN. REMEMBER IF THERE IS
GOD'S HELP ON EARTH, BY THE TOUCH OF
HER HAND, POWER OF GOD, WHAT YOUR
EYES SEE, YOUR HEART MUST BELIEVE.
SHE ALSO GIVES LUCKY DAYS, LUCKY
NUMBERS. PLEASE DON'T CONFUSE HER
WITH ANYONE ELSE YOU HAVE VISITED.
ASK ANYONE ABOUT MOTHER CHRISTIAN.
LOCATED A SHORT DRIVE FROM MEMPHIS.
5 MILES NORTH OF MILLINGTON, TENN. ON
HIGHWAY 51, CALL TE 7-6873 AT MUNFORD,
TENN. NO CHARGE, DONATION ONLY.
WATCH FOR SIGN WITH RED CROSS.
Rt. 2. Box 283. Atoka, Tenn.
SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK
C. J. UPTON
PRESIDENT
ADMISSION
25c
BERNARD RILEY
GEN. MANAGER
QUINIELAS
DAILY DOUBLE 
EVERY RACE
Ist & 2nd RACE
ACRES
OF FREE
PARKING
POST TIME 8:00 P. M.
MATINEE
EVERY SAT.
1:30 P.M.
RACING THRU
 
OCT. 15 
 
SORRY No
MINORS
NIGHTLY EXCEPT
SUNDAY
5 MIN. FROIVE-",P.
DOWNTOWN
MEMPHIS.
INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS
Wins Second
Crown
NEW YORK-(UPI)-Tom-
my Davis of the Los Angeles
Dodgers and Carl Yastrzemski
of the Boston Red Sox are the
1963 major league batting
champions.
D a v is won t h e National
League title for the second
straight year with a .326
average and Yastrzemski had
a .321 mark. Davis, who hit
.346 last year, is the first na-
tional leaguer to capture the
batting crown in consecutive
years since Stan Musial won
in 1950-51-52.
Hank Aaron of the Milwau-
kee Braves hit a homer in his
final game to share the Na-
tional League home run lead-
ership with Willie McCovey
of the San Francisco Giants,
each with 44. However, Har-
mon Killebrew of the Minne-
sota twins took major league
honors with 45.
It was the third time Kille-
brew has owned or shared the
American League home run
crown and Aaron won the Na-
tional League title once be-
fore.
mitted 50 fewer errors.
Except for injuries or late.
game pinch-hitting replace-
ments, the Yankee infield that
will play the series will be
Joe Pepitone at first base,
Bobby Richardson at second,
Tony Kubek at shortstop and
Clete Boyer at third base.
"This infield has everything,"
says an American League ex-
pert of 30 years, experience.
"Every man has wide range,
and Boyer and Pepitone protect
the foul lines in remarkable
ashion."
This inner defense is sup-
ported by Elston Howard, one
of the most dependable catch-
ers in baseball, and backed by
an outfield of Mickey Mantle
flanked by Tom Threch in left'
and Roger Maria in right. All
three outfielder have the range
and throwing arms to be re-
gular center fielders.
The Dodger's best defensive
team has Ron Fairly at first
base, Dick Tracewski at second
base, Maury Wills at shortstop,
Jim Gilliam at third, Jonny
Roseboro catching and Willie
Davis flanked in the outfield
by Tommy Davis and Wally
Moon.
"This is the team Alston
would want on the field if he
were protecting a one-run lead
in the ninth inning of the
seventh game of the world
series," say a N. L. expert.
"But it's not the team he likes
to start."
In a search for power, Alston
makes various adjustments. He
usually starts Gilliam at second
with the idea of moving him
to third in the late innings
That brings Tommy Davis in
from left to third base to start
and puts Frank Howard, the
team's leading home run hitter,
in the outfield. Or, in some
cases, Alston compsomiseg by
playing Ken McMullen at third
and either Moon or Howard
in right field.
No matter how much tinker-
ing Alston doss, however, be
winds up with defense below
the quality usually associated
with a pennant winner.
Taere is also a "power
team" which Alston could put
on the field/ with Bill Skow-
ron at first, William, Wills and
Tommy Davis in the infield
and Moon and Howard flank-
ing Willie Davis in the out-
field.
Roseboro would be the catch-
er. To the casual observer this
might seem to be the Dod-
ger's strongest team.
But it has proved too weak
defensively to win consistently
even with the gilt-edged Dod-
ger pitching.
The rival manager's situa-
tion can be summed up as fol-
lows: the Yankee's best of-
fensive team and best defensive
team are one and the same
team. The Dodgers must
scramble and hope they have
the right unit on the field at
the right time.
LOOKING FOR A
BETTER JOB
A LIFETIME OF
INCOME-OPPORTUNITY-SECURITY
Boys-Girls-18 to 50-Men-Women
Grammar School Sufficient for Manv Job:
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Prepare Now for
CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS
In Your Area
1-110USANDS of CITY-STATE-FEDF.RAI. JOBS OPrN
Start As High As $4,490.00 First Year
-Automatic Pay Raises 'No Strikes
'Paid Sick Leave 
N*Paid Vacations *MeeLtaNyoewffs Friends
*All Holidays with Pay 'Liberal Pensions
Keep Your Present Job While Training
If you are a U. S. Citizen-Interested in your future, receive
full information on How to Get 3 Government Job. List of
Civil Service Positions end Salaries, for which we can train
you. Mail Coupon below tol
KEY TRAINING SERVICE 2277 Union Ave.
Memphis, Tenn,
Thine Age . Sex 
Street or Route _ Home Phone
City ___ _ 
 
County State
Present Occupation .. Time usually at home
Classified
 
Ads . . .
Apts. For Rent For Sale Misc.
FUJIN Rol EU Rook* W1114 H A LE-bat h. ss, ler k Waite furnished Phone
BR 5-7124.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
2 1ge. unfurn. rms. for rent
WH 2.3937. call after 5 p.m.
CS VCRS DIIIED ROOMS FOR RENT
2 lie. unfurnished rooms for rent,
Wit 2.3937. call after 5 p.m.
PRINTING SHOP FOR RP;NT
Fully Equipped. Cylinder Press; Two
21 Job Presses. Call FA 7.5148 for
A good deal.
Autos For Sale
Spinet Plano for sale. Well sell in this
vicinity. A beautiful Spinet Piano. Full
88 note. walnut finish. Unpaid bal.
once, 323.00 per month. Must have
good reference. If Interested write to
Tri-State Defender Credit Manager,
Post Of rice Box 311, Memphis, Tenn.
1954 Chev., 210 powerglide. extra
clean. $395.00 cash, after 5:30 p.m.,
pHase call - GL 2-3273.
C-ADILLACS - 55 hard top converti-
bles. power. air conditioned. Clan JA
8511. $495 cash or terms.
1954 Chevrolet 210 powerglide, extra
clean $350 cash or terms. Call after
5:30 P.m. 01 2-3273
52 Dodge. four new tires radio, good
bargain. Call 527-4781 or 528-5835
1958 Plymouth Station Wagon Custom
built radio, and heater, 1/8 Motor,
automatic transmission. See at 2028
Waverly. Call after 8 p.m. BR 6-4327
Furn. For Sale
PR/ V Al E PART1 1,1111.4.11 LIKE TO
purchase a home bar is fair condi.
(iii JAelmon 8-8397.
ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
maitre., and spring, one dresser,
2 chest of drawers, one waahing ma-
chine. One dinette set. one sewing
machine. CALL BR 52311) 2152
Piedmont at.
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 nr. Ellenda le can be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Gibbs, Jr.
MOTORCYCLE
Private party would like to purchase
a timid Motorcycle. Call 275 3972
LAUNDRY MAT
For Sale. Vicinity of Parkway and
McMillan, Profitable business. 3 double
load washers new. For further imor.
motion call 948-9620.
For Sale Misc.
Sewing Machines. Special Singers for
as IOW as $19.95. Lots of other
makes and models to chnOse from.
Call 272-1361 - 2747-8963
PACK ARD SHIRTS - TAIWR MADE
No sise too large or Inc small
also
Flagon. Or t horeut . and Chas. Chester
Shoe Representative.
Call WI-I 2-4513 Bruce N. Boyd, Sr.
Vacuum Cleaners, Special priced from
$17.50 up. New and med. can
272-1361 - 274-8963 for tree borne
demonstration
DISTRIBUTORSHIP F rench.type
Imported Essence Cosmetics. Capable
ladies. gentlemen. Sales Training pro-
gram $7.95 on LP record for aPPoInt-
Mg agents. etc. Your minimum Inven-
tory investment saleable 9-bottle per-
fume set $3.00. Enclose brief resume,
recent photo for distributorship con-
sideration. Marvin Chandler, 8-II Gom-
per. East Rt. Louis. Illinois.
Watch Our Ads
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8391 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
Help Wanted
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salestnen and s3leswornen
wanted to sell 1.tail advettis
ing in the Memyhis mall:et
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar,
THE TRI STATE rtEFENDER
236 South WelLnoton Street
Mamphis, Tenn.
00011 MAN NEEDS WORK AS Plitt
ter or rest affront Not ke r.
WH 81.1687
WANTED
MAN 580 1(1 CAR OR STATION
WAGON
MUST RE A 60 GrIVER
re deriser and sell paper. avekl)
Salon, slue commission
New Tri-State Publishing Company
236 South Wellington Street
EXPERIENCED MAID, NURSE
Ironer. City references. 5 days a
week. JA 7-9043.
WOMAN OKSIRKS Jug AS MAIO OR
baby sitter five day, a week. Call:
(IL, 8.4551
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORKCALL:
452-1831
NICE ROME PIM RENT
3 LARGE ROOMS HALF BATH
retired or settled couple. Near pops.lar bas Sae. Slime FURN13111EO.
SR 2.3237
Help Wanted
BARBERS WANTED
1745 Castatia, WH 8-9262.
Ask for Mr. Coffman.
Houses For Sale
Seattle, Washington
Elegant English Brick horn,. Ton
z8ned, prestige district. Four bed-
rooms. Full tiled basement. Panoramic
view. Two fireplaces, double plumb-
ing. large. beautifully landscaped lot.
Lovely condition. Unusual view-recrea-
tion room, walled In glass, with pri-
vate entrance. Ideal for entertaining
or subtile business uee. Could accom-
modern te small group or two families -
Lease 3200. sell on assumption.
EAst 3-6262
$6,000 handles
Lenore Hartley
1154 19th Ave. East. Phone
6 ROOM HOUSE
6 room 2 bath howl. or duplex Sa ma
as new, G. I. appraised. 2530 Culbert.
Telephone 324-0485
Special Services
Plano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
like new. Call OR 2.7644 for se:vice.
Only $1000,
MEN LEARN A TRADE
Shoe Repair courses Must ra ted cum
by ales. Self study lemons. Study in
your spare time in your some. Own
Your own butane/a or work for Mere.
Complete course $20.00. Poet Paid.
Write to: Marvin Chandler, Apt. 8.14,
Gumpers Homes, East St. Louis, Ill,
N
ATHAN S fl
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 REAL STREET JA 6-5300
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SIIE IS NOT
A G
This is her new
sippi State Line.
back after a long
and at last she is
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragedii!
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a suc(ess. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MAI)AM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, Just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSolo Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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